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Foreword 
In this volume it has been the de-
sire of the editors to present a por-
trait of the past, present, and possible 
future of those men in the class of 
1942. 
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TO THE FUTURE VIC-
TORIES, B 0 T H MILI-
TARY AND POLITICAL, 
OF OUR BELOVED 
COUNTRY, WE, THE 
CLASS OF "42," DO SIN-
CERELY DEDICATE 
BOTH OUR FUTURE 
EFFORTS AND OUR 
PAST ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS AS HEREIN 
RECORDED. 
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The Student Engineer and the War 
I think by this time we arc all realizing that this emergency calls for some of the 
clearest thinking and the most logical analysis that we can bring to bear upon the situ-
ation. There was never a war, there was never a time, it seems to me, when the emotional 
cut such a small figure and the logical and the rational and the reasonable seemed so 
awfully important to all of us. This of course is particularly true because this a war 
primarily of brains, not a war of brawn. It isn't a question of putting men up and shoot-
ing them as cannon fodder, but it is a question of using every ounce of gray matter and 
intellectual energy that is available. This amounts to saying, of course, that we must 
have brains, we must have ability and we must, above all have trained men. 	And of 
these trained men, by all odds the most important trained man in the present situation 
is the well-trained engineer. 
It has been said so many times that it has come to be a mere platitude—that this 
is a war of production, a technical war; and we must keep that in mind in our thinking 
as the most fundamental and vital thing. It isn't a war of waving flags, it isn't a war 
of trumpet calls, band playing and marching out in the sunshine to be heroes, but it's 
a war of machines, a war of machines on all fronts. In order to fight the war we have 
got to make the machines, and if the making of these machines isn't right down our 
alley as engineers, I don't know what in the world would be. 
This is the thing, it seems to me, that we must concentrate on doing—we engineers, 
and those of you who are students who expect to be engineers. Of course one can't say 
that you shouldn't enlist in the Army or the Navy or the Marine Corps or anything 
else that you want, but one can say that technically trained brains, at the present time, 
are the most important thing in the world and that those must be, as I see it, turned 
directly and specifically toward the producing of the machines of war and that particular 
sort of fodder which feeds all the machines of war. 
I should have no hesitancy in taking this position at any time and substantiating it 
with all the power and energy at my command. It so happens, of course, that in this 
particular case the most important thing to do is what we as engineers are trained to 
do. To do anything else seems the utter height of foolishness. 	We have got to have 
planes and tanks and more planes and more tanks. Engineers are vital in getting these 
things out in the shortest possible time, and there is at the present moment every argu-
ment in the world for doing this just as definitely and on just as large a scale as we pos-
sibly can do it. If the time comes and when the time comes that we have so many tanks 
and so many airplanes and so many ships, and so many machines of war that we haven't 
men enough to man them, then it would be the time, it seems to me, for a good engineer 
or a good student engineer or a man who is preparing to be an engineer to think of going 
in and operating the machines instead of building them. But at the present moment the 
question of building these machines, of getting them out, is the most important question 
that faces us. 
You mustn't lose sight of the fact, too, that it is not only the numbers of these 
Presidents Message 
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things that count but it is the quality—the 
'kind of plane, the kind of tank, the kind of 
'ship turned out that counts for the simple 
reason that if you can turn out better ones 
than the enemy, you don't need to turn out 
as many. If they are better, very much bet-
ter, the numbers that you will need to turn 
out will become smaller and very much smal-
ler as the quality gets better. So that in 
the question of research and design, the engi-
neer helps not only directly but indirectly 
in cutting down the number of tanks or planes 
that have to be produced because he does 
increase the quality; and one of the primary 
problems that arises in this question of mass 
production is when to sacrifice quantity for 
quality and when to sacrifice quality for quan-
tity. Just a lot of material is not enough. Our 
material must be equal to the material which 
the enemy possesses if we are to stand him off 
plane for plane, boat for boat, or tank for tank. 
If we have things that are very much better, 
we don't have to have so many of them. And 
thus by increasing the quality we cut down the 
necessary quantity, which helps all along the production line even down to the question 
of skilled labor, and sometimes unskilled labor as well. This phase of the question is 
one which you very seldom hear about but which is vitallly a concern of engineers and 
should be understood thoroughly by student engineers as well as practicing engineers. 
So get the idea into your head that one of the first problems is he balance between 
men and machines, between soldiers and the machines of war. We must have as many 
machines of war as we can and enough soldiers to man them. Which is the more import-
ant question just at the moment? Certainly you ought to do the thing at the moment 
which is the most necessary thing to do. 
Then the second thing—speeding up this production. You can speed it up in two 
ways, as I have pointed out: one by producing numbers, and the other by producing 
high quality. The higher the quality the less you need from the point of numbers; the 
lower the quality the more you need from the point of numbers. The professional 
engineer, as we understand it, the man who qualifies for design and work of that char-
acter has, perhaps, the most important single function to. perform of any man in the 
whole picture—that is, to make necessary fewer by making sure of higher quality, which 
is fundamental in the winning of the war. 
Now with these hints on my part you ought to be able to reason the thing out for 
yourself. You ought to be able to figure just exactly the position which you can or 
want to take in the whole question of the war. You might as well decide now that 
you've got to give what you have, and almost all of it. If you are wise and use your 
head, you will want to give that in the place where it will do the most good; and I don't 
think it is necessary to point out to you who have had any training as an engineer where 
that particular place is. That decision has got to be reached by you. The only thing 
that I am trying to do is to point out a few of the facts. It's your decision, and I have 
faith to believe that you will decide in a sound way. It is, however, not a question of 
sentiment but a question of good, cold, hard-headed common sense, and we need more 
of that at the present time than the reservoir in this whole United States seems to hold. 
If there were three specific suggestions that I could make to anybody they would 
be: take it easy, don't get excited, don't lose your head. 
ALLAN R. CULLIMORE 
MARCH 9, 1942. 
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The Young Engineer in Industry 
Never has the prospect for the young engineer in industry been better than at the 
present moment. It would indeed be difficult to conceive of any age in history when the 
members of a single profession were of such vital importance or when they were called 
upon to make so great a contribution to the freedom and security of their fellow-men. 
In New Jersey alone, it is estimated that the current requirement for 6,000 engi-
neers, a requirement which exceeds the supply. Engineers arc so eagerly sought after 
that it is scarcely necessary to quote statistics upon statistics to substantiate any state-
ments as to the hundreds of openings in the engineering field, because to men in an Engi-
neering College such facts are more than self-evident. 
The first World War has been defined as a war of chemistry and World War 2 
has been termed a war of engineering. Whether we engineers want to accept such a 
loose concept or not, no one can deny the part engineering is playing in the total war 
effort. But when young men select a profession, they expect to pursue it as a life-time 
career, and the question is often asked me, "Is this urgent need of engineers perhaps only 
temporary for the period of the war?" It is on this point that industry can give stronger 
reassurance than ever before. Manufacturers are making no secret of the fact that even 
while their plants are converted for war materials, the research is being carried on for 
new products for consumer use after the war. Advertisements, asking for the coopera-
tion of the public in the sparing use of essential materials and commodities, neverthe-
less hint of "the shape of things to come." 
The expediencies of the war itself will bring to light many new products and inven-
tions, just as the last war gave impetus to aviation and radio communication. If ever 
we are headed toward a technological age, it will be in the post-war America of the next 
ten years. 
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The engineers of this coming age must also look abroad. Circumstances have proved 
that commercially, economically and culturally, the United States must function in the 
whole world, and so it will be in the realm of science and technology. Part of our effort 
will be directed to making known to a greater extent to the South American countries 
something about the good phases of democracy. The progress we have made in eliminat-
ing slums, our housing programs, our vast power projects and road systems, will be evi-
dences of a democratic life they will wish to emulate. 
Countries like India and continents like Africa have untapped potentialities chal-
lenging the American engineer of the future. 
There is a constantly growing need for the imag nation of the inventor, for the 
skill, initiative, patience and scientific methods of the investigator in the engineering 
field, and above all for the administrative ability which characterizes those high execu-
tives in industry, many of whom began their life work as engineers. It is in this last 
aspect that training for supervision is such a determining factor in the ultimate success 
of men in the engineering field. With added supervisory ability the engineer can pass on 
to others the execution of his plans and his projects, and thus multiply thousandfold the 
influence of his creative genius. 
GLENN GARDINER, 
Office of Production Management. 
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Young Engineers in the War Industry 
Every single appraisal of the man power needs of the war program that we have 
received from industrial or governmental sources has stressed and emphasized the import-
ance of young engineers and shows that the need is much greater than the supply. 
It may be that these young men are needed because they are young, rather than 
because they are engineers, but we know that the mechanized fighting equipment, the 
transportation and supply organization, and the whole mechanism of modern war requires 
technical ability and understanding, from start to finish. And modern war, both in 
the field and in industrial production requires an ability to recognize objective facts and 
to be governed accordingly. We expect that engineers are not under-equipped in this 
regard and that much of their usefulness comes from a point of view that will see sit-
uations as they exist. 
With the competitive pulls between the war industries and the Armed Services, and 
the desire to be of immediate service, it is difficult for young men to resist the attraction 
of a uniform. This is entirely understandable and is probably as it should be, but we 
are somewhat at a loss to see how our armed forces are to be effective unless our indus-
trial output keeps pace, and it is difficult to see how industry can keep pace without the 
energy, enthusiasm and skill of a considerable proportion of our young technical men. 
Perhaps it would be a good thing to give uniforms to some of our essential men in indus-
try to indicate that such employment is entirely honorable and essential to the whole 
program. 
The young men who do enter industry, as well as those who go into the services 
should understand that college backgrounds per se are not guarantees that they will 
immediately outstrip non-college personnel. It is assumed in industry, in war as well as 
in peace, that a good man with college training has a definite advantage over a good 
man without that training, but the superior abilities must still be demonstrated. The 
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practice of the Army of inducting most of its personnel at the enlisted level and offering 
opportunities for commissions and advancement after induction is representative of 
industrial practice and appears to be both fair and sound. A young man must be pre-
pared to demonstrate his fitness for advancement before he may expect to receive it. 
A young engineer may expect to become effective in either the services or in industry 
much more rapidly if he carries from his engineering training some understanding of 
organization, of the channels through which his own effort may fold into and add to the 
productive stream. These organizational channels are not always easy to detect or define, 
and quite often the younger man feels that the channels are obscure and cumbersome, 
and in many instances they are. Nevertheless, he should be prepared to follow them 
until he can find and establish more direct and less cumbersome channels. Understand-
ing and using these channels reduce friction and speed rather than impede our projects 
and our whole effort. 
Industry needs engineers and more engineers for design, for production, for adminis-
tration. It needs right now those who can work in harness, can team up and pull. This 
time is unique in its possibilities for devoted service from our engineers and the future 
is not too rosy unless we can get it. 
We should go into service where we can make our best, most unique contributions, 
some in the Army and Navy, but many more in the service of supplies, in the industries 
and shops and laboratories. 
PROFESSOR R. WIDDOP, 
Newark College of Engineering. 
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Save the Ninety-nine Other Homes 
Modern war has taken many unusual paths. The lightning attack, or blitzkrieg 
as it is called, the surprise assaults in unexpected quarters, all made possible by the speed 
of man-made war instruments, have changed the whole idea of warfare as previously 
waged. In former days wars were decided by victories on the field of battle; today a 
war may be settled by the suffering of civilians through raids from the skies. A new 
front has been born, and the entire civilian populace is in the front line. 
Many problems concern this home front. The problem of food, shelter, and cloth-
ing is just as important as the protection from air raids. In this country, with proper 
precautions, we can probably go a long time without having serious shortages in food or 
clothing, but a most important factor that must be considered is that of civilian morale. 
We must keep high the morale on our home front, and we should think carefully about 
what can be done now to protect our homes from destruction as a result of bombard-
ment from the air. 
We must understand that no home can be made strong enough to withstand a 
direct hit from a bomb. Statistics available to us from countries that have suffered from 
air attack show that only one home in every hundred destroyed was hit directly. The 
other ninety-nine were damaged indirectly to a greater or lesser degree by the shattering 
effects of the bombs or by resultant fire. It is possible to save most of these ninety-nine 
homes. How can this best be done? 
A house may collapse because the walls are pulled out by the vacuum created after 
the blast; therefore, the walls of our house should be tied more securely to the existing 
floors. The house may burn as a result of bombing; therefore, some parts of the house 
such as the cellar could be made fireproof. A ceiling of concrete over the cellar would 
surely lessen the hazard of damage by fire. If the upper part of the house collapses, this 
concrete construction will be strong enough to carry the weight of the resultant debris. 
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As a final possibility, if the cellar can be made weatherproof, living quarters are pro-
vided after the catastrophe has passed. 
The floor of the attic can be measureably strengthened by the use of two inch 
strips nailed on top of existing floor joists. This increase in strength will allow an extra 
loading of concrete or sand, and fire resistance will thereby be increased. At first thought, 
this may seem somewhat ridiculous, but it may be possible to then construct an indoor 
wading pool with the attic floor as its base. If the roof itself is flat, this increased strength 
will allow for a layer of earth atop the roof, where, forsooth, a garden plot could be 
developed or maybe an outdoor pool constructed. 
These ideas probably sound fantastic, but the unexpected seems to happen in this 
war we are fighting, and it may pay us to have unexpected solutions for some of the 
problems that you as young engineers will be called upon to face. 
PROFESSOR ODD ALBERT, 
Newark College of Engineering. 
Student's Viewpoint 
We are members of a graduating class which have lived through an eventful period 
of history. There is no need to review the events of our lifetime. As children born at 
the close of one great war, our proximity to it has given us the realization of the mean-
ing of war. As young men maturing during a depression which had its beginnings with 
that war, we were again given a taste of some of the more undesirable things which life 
had to offer. 
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It was not pleasant growing up during that area, but it was fortunate. Fortunate, 
we should be thankful that we are a class graduating from a school of hard knocks. 
As men we are now well able to accept the responsibilities which circumstances have 
imposed upon us. We dare any man to truthfully say that we arc pampered children! 
December 8th, the day that war was declared by our government will long remain 
in our memory. For the things which we saw that day will prove to anyone the veracity 
of these statements—will prove that they are not just mere words. There was no childish 
flag waving nor hysterical shouting of meaningless expressions inside the walls of these 
buildings. We new the full meaning of our President's words, we knew fully well the 
future responsibilities that we were to assume. There were none among us who felt 
that this was a job for the "other fellow." 
It was not a case of right or wrong, whether our future plans were to be changed. 
It was a case of getting a job done and to this end we have dedicated ourselves. As 
men trained in a profession which will lead this world to a better way of life, we have 
striven to give our ability to the service of those who need it most. For some of us it 
has been our military forces; for others it has been industry. 
Although the present phase of the struggle is of the utmost importance, it is not 
sufficient to merely win a military victory. Winning the war will not be worthwhile 
unless an equitable peace is effected! The second phase is to create a richer world; a 
world which will have more of the benefits of our profession. 
We are proud members of a profession which has given much to the world. How-
ever, in the past the engineers have not always seen to it that the maximum benefits 
were derived from their developments. It is my belief that this present phase of the 
struggle will wake us up to the understanding of the importance of our knowledge and 
ability. An understanding which will make us strive to take the initiative in the second 
phase as well, so that the living standards of the world will be enriched to a point such 
as to eliminate the causes of dissatisfaction and its result—war! 
THE EDITORS. 
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The Dean 
During the last few weeks I have read a number of pieces of writing that might 
have been called "messages." Some of them had been addressed to college students. They 
had been written, or delivered, before December 7, 1941, but, by a sad jest of fate, they 
had been dropped into the letter boxes of the nation, by way of magazines, two or three 
months later. After reading them, only a person with plenty of nerve would attempt a 
message. 
But the times call for courage, and messages must be delivered. They should, how-
ever, be worth at least the paper they are written on. When you want such a message 
you can always get one worthy of writing on gold tablets if you go to the ancients. 
They have left a great store of wisdom, though few today know it. A few pages from 
this store is usually worth more than a bound volume of the transactions of one of our 
contemporary learned societies. Since you are now leaving college, there is no harm 
in your knowing that experts, academic or other, are experts, not wise men. 
But to return to the ancients. The lesson for the day is humility, particularly 
intellectual humility. The ancient to be quoted is Homer. At the very beginning of 
the Odyssey, which opens with a prayer for inspiration (a practice not usually followed 
by modern writers), the King of the gods says: "Look you now, how ready mortal men 
are to blame the gods. For, they say, evil comes from us. But, indeed, through their 
own blind folly their sorrows are greater than that which is ordained." 
The beauty of such a passage is that one need not explain it. It does not call for 
the services of a professor, as would a page of chemistry or economics. It is clear. It 
reminds us of our faults as men, as nations, as races. 
We remember that we confuse bigness with excellence; that we consider advances 
in technology to be advances in wisdom; that we often mistake noise and bluster for 
ability; that almost all of our secular education is vocational; that it has neglected almost 
completely the older wisdom which concerned itself with the dignity of man, who by 
his reason governed his appetites; that modern men and nations use their reason chiefly 
to gain more and more power and goods for their ever growing appetites. 
Today we are consuming each other and our goods faster than we ever did before. 
If we escape with anything, we shall have to use all the wisdom we can come by to en-
able us to live with each other. We shall have to reform altogether our insane belief 
that, to govern, man needs no training. Office holders, big and little, are our rulers, 
whether we realize it or not. Their failures mean disaster for the rest of us. Yet, where 
in the world today is a man trained for the office of ruling? 
It is easy to announce the need of reforms. It is another matter to awaken men 
to their immediate necessity. But the need is urgent. To all classes from 1870 to 1942 
I offer the glory of a crusade. 
JAMES A. BRADLEY. 
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JAMES A. BRADLEY 
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DOCTOR THOMAS S. TAYLOR 
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DOCTOR THOMAS SMITH TAYLOR 
In the middle of the winter of 1883 there was brought into this world a manchild. 
Born in Peoli, Ohio, this child was in time to become, after years of devotion to the 
field of science, the favorite instructor and the class adviser of the Class of "42" of the 
Newark College of Engineering. 
Four years of study at the National Normal University in Lebanon, Ohio, obtained 
for him a Batchelor of Arts degree in 1905. However, four years had not satiated this 
young man's thirst for knowledge and so he journeyed to Yale where he secured his Doc-
torate in 1909. From Yale, Doctor T. Smith Taylor went to the University of Illinois 
to become an instructor in physics. Here he remained from 1909 to 1912 when he 
received a John Harling Fellowship to the University of Manchester, England. He 
shared this fellowship with Henry Moseley, the founder of the theory on atomic numbers. 
Together, these two men worked under Rutherford in his laboratories at the University 
and aided the development of the present nuclear theory of atomic structure. On his 
return from England, Dr. Taylor taught physics at Yale for four years until 1917 when 
he became employed as a research physicist at the Westinghouse Electrical & Manufactur-
ing Company's laboratories in East Pittsburgh, Pa. In 1919 he left Westinghouse for a 
year to work as a research physicist at the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh. He then 
returned to Westinghouse as an assistant to the managers of the research, materials, and 
process engineering departments. Then, from 1924 to 1933, he was the chief research 
physicist for the Bakelite Corporation of Bloomfield, N. J. 
The depression, however, relieved him, as it did many others, of his position there 
in 1933. His next stop was the Boston Blacking & Chemical Co. in Cambridge, Mass. 
where he acted as a consulting physicist and research worker. Then Dame Fortune 
again smiled upon him and offered him the position as Professor of Physics and depart-
ment head at the Washington & Jefferson College, Washington, Pa. Here Doctor Taylor 
had his own physics building with well-equipped laboratories and fully enjoyed his stay 
there from 1934-37. 
He says now that he often wishes that he had never left there, but in 1937 the 
Diehl Manufacturing Co. of Elizabeth, N. J. made him a very attractive offer to become 
the manager of their engineering laboratory. Believing that they intended to develop 
these laboratories along the same lines as the General Electric Company's famous labs, 
he accepted the position. However, his hopes were short-lived and in 1938 he again 
found himself without a position. 
It was at this time that he was accepted by the Newark College of Engineering as 
a special teacher and lecturer and as Professor in charge of research, graduate, 
and advanced studies. He soon won the respect of the students who came in contact 
with him and in 1939 he was chosen to be the class adviser of the Class of "42" who 
entered the College just a few months before he did. 
Dr. Taylor is a member of the National Research Council Committee on Plastics, 
a member of the American Society for Testing Materials, and has been chairman of the 
Committee on Electrical Insulating Materials since 1934. In 1937 he was selected by 
the A.S.T.M. to give the Edgar Marburg lecture, the outstanding scientific address of the 
society's annual convention. His lecture was on plastics. Dr. Taylor is also a fraternity 
man, being a member of Alpha Chi Rho, Gamma Alpha, Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, 
and Tau Beta Pi. 
It is fully hoped by the Class of "42" who have fully enjoyed their many hours 
with him that "Doc" Taylor has also enjoyed his stay at the College and will continue 
to rive inspiration and hone to the classes which will succeed us. 
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HISTORY OF THE NEWARK 
The Newark College of Engineering is the result of a civic enterprise started by 
the Board of Trade of Newark in 1878. Because a survey at that time indicated a need 
for the training of youth along technical lines, the Governor of New Jersey in January, 
1881, urged the education of young men in the industrial arts. With this stimulus, the 
Board, on February 9, 1881, set up a committee to finance and organize a technical 
school. To assist this committee, the State Legislature passed a bill, in March, providing 
for the appropriation of funds equal in amount to the funds raised by individual cities 
for the establishment of technical schools. A Board of Trustees of the Newark Tech-
nical School was appointed to administer the funds and operate the school. 
This Board secured a small building at 21 West Park Street in November, 1884. 
In December, Professor Charles A. Colton was appointed Director of this new school, 
and the first classes were held in February, 1885, with two instructors and eighty-eight 
students. Among its first trustees the school found a champion in Doctor Edward 
Weston, creator and manufacturer of the famous electrical measuring instruments bear-
ing his name, who contributed his invaluable assistance up to the time of his death. 
By 1890 the school had outgrown its quarters, so on May 11, 1896, Director Colton 
laid the corner stone of the present Administration Building. This was followed in 1911 
by the Laboratory Building. Classes were held in the evening because the school was 
originally designed to assist "practical men" to obtain the theory necessary to further 
their training. By 1910 a demand for daytime classes was evident and steps were taken 
to institute classes of a college grade. When Dr. Colton retired in 1918, Dr. Daniel R. 
Hodgdon was appointed and soon secured the right to grant degrees for daytime col-
lege courses. In September, 1919, the Newark College of Technology enrolled its first 
freshman class of forty students, who were to pursue four-year courses leading to degrees 
in Chemical, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering. 
In 1920, Mr. Allan R. Cullimore was appointed Director of the Newark Technical 
School and Dean of the College of Technology. The college became the Newark Col-
lege of Engineering in 1930. A growing student body made necessary the erection of 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Campbell Hall in 1926 and a further addition, in 1930, which doubled its size. Begin-
ning in 1927 classes in Junior and Senior work were repeated in the late afternoon to 
enable men having credits for two years of college to work and also continue their 
education. In 1934, these classes were extended into the evening. Mr. Cullimore obtained 
his Presidency in 1931 when James A. Bradley was named Dean. 
Originally, the courses of the College were planned as cooperative courses, the indus-
trial periods being given during the Junior and Seniors )(pars. In 1936, the Junior 
cooperative work was discontinued and in 1939 the Senior industrial periods were 
extended into the summers preceding the Junior and Senior years in accordance with 
the latest procedures in technical education. In place of this industrial experience dur-
ing the college year an "Honors Option Group" is formed at the conclusion of the 
Sophomore year. This group is given the opportunity of employment in industry under 
the guidance of the College during the summers previous to their Junior and Senior years. 
The College has now grown from an original student body of forty to a present 
enrollment of about one thousand with a faculty of seventy-five competent instructors. 
Surely, the City of Newark has a fine institution to be proud of. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Appointed by the Governor 
* 
Ex-Officio Members 
HON. CHARLES EDISON 
Governor of the State of New jersey 
HON. VINCENT J. MURPHY 
Mayor of the City of Newark 
* 
Appointed Members 
WILLIAM L. MORGAN (1942) 
President 
FREDERICK L. EBERHARDT (1944) 
Vice-President 
ROBERT CAMPBELL ( 1941) 
Treasurer 
Jos. M. BYRNE, JR. (1943) 	 THOMAS N. MCCARTER (1942) 
CYRUS H. LOUTREL (1942) GEORGE W. MCRAE ( 1 94 1 ) 
EDWARD F. WESTON (1944) 
Advisory Committee 
Civil Engineering 
HOWARD T. CRITCHLOW 
MORRIS GOODKIND 
EDWARD S. RANKIN 
J. RALPH VAN DUYNE 
Industrial Chemistry 
CARLETON ELLIS 
W. STUART LANDES 
AUGUST MERZ 
HAROLD W. PAINE 
Electrical Engineering 
JACOB BARRON 
J. WALTER DIETZ 
ARTHUR W. LUNN 
FREDERICK O. RUNYON 
Mechanical Engineering 
LILLIAN M. GILBRETH 
HERVEY S. VASSAR 
HENRY M. CRANE 




ALLAN R. CULLIMORE 
President 
MARGARET A. YATSKO 
Recorder 
HAROLD N. CUMMINGS Vice-President C. H. STEPHANS 
Supt. of Buildings and Equipment 
JAMES A. BRADLEY 
Dean 
E. B. BERLINRUT 
Director of Public Relations 
HAROLD N. CUMMINGS 
Supervisor of Evening Courses 
O. P. L. ALBERT 
Director of Publicity 
L. C. SPRY 
Secretary to 1hr Faculty 
ADELE GARRISON 
Cashier 
ROBERT W. VAN HOUTEN 
Assistant Dean 
MARGARET WRIGHT 
Secretary to the President 
H. H. METZENHEIM 
Comptroller 
EDNA SCHNEIDER 
Secretary to the Dean 
LILLIAN M. SCOTT 
Bursar 
LOUISE SAYLOR 
Asst. Secretary to Faculty 
GERTRUDE C. ISAACS 
Registrar 
IRA A. TUMBLESON 
Librarian 
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PROFESSOR FRANK D. CARVIN 




When the administration of the 
Newark Technical School deemed 
it necessary to organize a regular 
day school, plans were made for 
the formation of three professional 
departments and courses. These 
were the Mechanical, Electrical, and 
Chemical Engineering Departments. 
When the plans were finally realized 
in 1919, the school was operated 
under the co-operative system in 
which half of the students were in 
school while the remainder obtained 
practical experience in industry. 
The Mechanical Engineering De-
partment was placed under the sole tutelage and supervision of Prof. Edward J. Duff 
until 1922 when he was replaced by Prof. William Netschert. 
With the department increasing in size each year, it was found necessary to have 
a larger staff, and Mr. Perry Roberts was added in 1923. In 1925, Prof. J. Ansel Brooks 
replaced Prof. Netschert and in the same year, through his efforts, a charter was granted 
for the establishment of a Student Branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers at N.C.E.—the first professional society at the college. In the next few years, the 
student enrollment in the department increased from 42 in 1926 to 131 in 1931, neces-
sitating the addition to the faculty of Messrs. Schweizer, Rice, Hesse, Widdop, Burns, 
and Davis. 
In 1935, after ten years of service to the Mechanical Engineering Department, 
Professor Brooks was placed in charge of the newly organized Industrial Engineering 
Department and Doctor F. D. Carvin was appointed to fill the vacancy. With Doctor 
Carvin at its head, the department continued to grow and is still growing with an ever 
increasing student enrollment and a competent instruction staff. 
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Professor Frank D. Carvin 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, M.E., M.A. 
Ph.D. in Physics 
Professor Harold E. Walter 
B.S. in Eleciro-Chemical Engineering, M.E. 
M.S. in Physics 
Asst. Prof. Francis J. Burns 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. David E. Davis 
B.S., M.S. 
Asst. Prof. Paul E. Schweizer 
M.E. 
Asst. Prof. Harry F. Ritterbusch 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, M.S. 
Asst. Prof. Walter E. Selkinghaus 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, M.M.E. 
Mr. William G. Anderson 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
Mr. Francis W. Fiala 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
Mr. Kenneth A. MacFadyen 
B.S. in Civil Engineering 
Mr. Jerome L. Polaner 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
Mr. Ronald L. Faber 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
PROFESSOR VERNON T. STEWART 




There were only three chemical 
students in the first graduating 
class from the Newark College of 
Engineering. As late as 1933 there 
were only five, but by 1941 the 
department had grown to a size 
where it could boast of a graduat-
ing class of fifty-one "chemicals." 
From its infancy in 1919, when 
the department had to share the top 
floor of the laboratory building 
with a combination gymnasium and 
drawing room, up to the present 
time, the Chemistry Department has been undergoing constant evolution. After the 
construction of Campbell Hall, the entire top floor of the laboratory building was rebuilt 
and the existing laboratories enlarged. In spite of these laboratories, the emphasis of the 
Chemistry Department had been on class-room lectures and recitations; the cooperative 
system taking the place of the other additional laboratory courses. During the depres-
sion, however, the cooperative system was changed because of placement difficulties and 
the laboratory courses was therefore expanded. The Chemical Engineering Laboratory 
was created in 1931 and the modern Physical Chemistry Laboratory was built and 
equipped in 1940. 
In 1919, Professor Howard headed the department but he retired in 1921 because 
of illness. Professor Stewart, the present department head, joined the faculty in 1920 
and together with Dean Bradley, who joined the staff in 1921, conducted the courses 
in chemistry until 1926 assisted by Mr. Bauder. In 1926 Dr. Giesy was added to the 
faculty. After this, the department grew rapidly and to the staff were added Professor 
Kohler, Doctor Joffe, Mr. Tully, Dr. Williams, Mr. Keefe, and several others. 
An expansion of the graduate facilities of the department is projected for the future. 
At the present time, over one-half of the graduate students are studying chemical 
subjects. 
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Professor Vernon T. Stewart 
Ph.B., S.B. in Chemical Engineering 
Professor Paul Miller Giesy 
B.A., M.A., B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering 
Ph.D. in Chemistry 
Professor Joseph Joffe 
A.B., B.S. in Engineering, M.A. in Physics 
Ph.D. in Chemistry 
Assoc. Prof. James A. Bradley 
A.B., A.M. in Chemistry 
Asst. Prof. Arthur S. Kohler 
B.S. in Chemistry, M.S. in Chemical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. Frederick W. Bauder 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. George C. Keefe 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering, M.S. 
Mr. Michael Frederick 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering, M.S. 
Mr. Luigi Z. Pollara 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering 
Mr. Thomas J. Tully 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering 
Dr. Arthur S. Williams 
B.S., A.M., Ph.D. in Chemistry 
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PROFESSOR JAMES C. PEET 




In 1919, with the founding of 
the college, an Electrical Engineer-
ing Department was established 
with Professor Peet as the sole in-
structor to help three members out 
of a class of thirty on their way 
towards proficiency in one of the 
four basic divisions of engineering. 
The fundamentals of the course 
were very similar to those given 
now and were expanded with the 
growth of the college to include 
many of the more advanced courses 
such as tubes and transients. 
Nineteen hundred and twenty-two saw two additions to the department with the 
acquisition of Professor Nims and an enlarged laboratory. In that year the Government 
introduced the Rehabilitation Program and decided to use the College for a training 
headquarters. The equipment in the laboratory was inadequate to meet their demands 
and so the Government installed about $15,000 worth of equipment. Alterations and 
additions were made to these facilities from time to time until the laboratory 
was developed to its present size and completeness. 
After 1927, the department followed the rapid expansion of the college, acquiring 
new instructors and improved and varied equipment, and the courses which had been 
undergoing constant revision since the date of their inception began to attain a more 
complete resemblance to those courses given today. 
In speaking of the future of the department, Professor Peet has said that they 
would "keep their ears to the ground, follow the trends of outside industry, and train 
their men accordingly." 
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Professor James C. Peet 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering, E.E. 
Professor Albert A. Nims 
3.S. in Electrical Engineering, E.E 
Assoc. Prof. Paul C. Shedd 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. Solomon Fishman 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. William Jordon, 3rd. 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. Frank E. McKone 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
M.S. in Aeronautical Engineering 
Mr. H. Theodore Rights 
M.S. in Electrical Engineerin 
Mr. Frederick A. Russell 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering, E.E. 
Mr. Clarence H. Stephans 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
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PROFESSOR HAROLD N. CUMMINGS 




An increasing interest in the 
civil engineering course of the 
Newark Technical School, resulted 
in the development of plans to in-
clude a civil engineering course in 
the College in 1927. However, be-
cause of the request of thirteen 
freshmen already enrolled in the 
College, the work of the sophomore 
year was begun in the fall of 1927 
instead of 1928. 
The first and present head of the 
newly created department is Harold 
N. Cummings. During the first year Professor Cummings personally taught the survey-
ing theory while Professor Frank N. Entwisle conducted the fieldwork. As the depart-
ment grew, the staff was enlarged to include Matthew H. Merry, now resigned, James 
M. Robbins, William S. La Londe, Jr., and Robert W. Van Houten, and later, Richard 
Stewart, Charles J. Kiernan, Odd P. L. Albert, Daniel C. Frost, Frank A. Busse and 
Pompey Mainardi. At present Professor La Londe is on leave of absence with the U. S. 
Navy. 
The content of the course has grown and varied with the staff. Surveying fieldwork 
has been carried out extensively in Branch Brook Park, Branch Brook Park Extension, 
and South Mountain Reservation. Since 1938, by arrangement with Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, groups of students in the Civil Engineering Department have 
attended Camp Technology in East Machias, Maine, for a seven week period during 
the summer. 
For the past two years the Civil Engineering Department has been acquiring labora-
tory equipment with the intention of including elementary soil mechanics with the 
courses in highways, sanitation and structures. 
In the past civil engineers have been interested mainly in the design and construc-
tion of public works and left the administration of them to others. However, the Civil 
Engineering' Department recognizes the need for the civil engineer to make advances 
in management and administrative problems, and with the cooperation of the Industrial 
Engineering Department, is preparing and offering courses to the civil students to fulfill 
their specific requirements along these lines. 
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Professor Harold N. Cummings 
A.B., S.B. in Civil Engineering 
Asst. Prof. Charles J. Kiernan 
B.S. in Education 
Professor William S. La Londe, Jr. 
S.B. in Civil Engineering, M.S. 
Asst. Prof. Odd P. L. Albert 
B.S. in Civil Engineering, C.E., M.S. 
Assoc. Prof. James M. Robbins 
S.B., S.M. in Civil Engineering 
Mr. Daniel C. Frost 
B.C.E., C.E., M.Ed. 
Assoc. Prof. Robert W. Van Houten 
B.S. in Civil Engineering, C.E. 
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PROFESSOR JAMES H. FITHIAN 
Head, Mathematics Dept. 
MECHANICS DEPARTMENT 
Prof. Bedross S. Koshkarian 
A.B., A.M. in Pure and Applied Mathematics 
Assoc. Prof. Edward G. Baker 
A.B., M.A. in Mathematics, Ed.D. 
Asst. Prof. Paul O. Hoffman 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, A.M. 
PROFESSOR BEDROSS S. KOSHKARIAN 
Head, Mechanics Dept. 
MATHEMATICS 
DEPARTMENT 
Prof. James H. Fithian 
A.B., M.A. in Mathematics 
Assoc. Prof. Edward G. Baker 
A.B., M.A. in Mathematics, Ed.D. 
Asst. Prof. Elmer C. Easton 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering, M.S. 
Dr. John E. Freehafer 
B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Mr. Carl Konove 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering 
Mr. Pompey Mainardi 
B.S. in Civil Engineering 
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ENGLISH 
DEPARTMENT 
Associate Professor F. A. Crammer 
A.B. 
Assistant Professor J. H., Pittman 
B.A., Ph.D. in English 
Assistant Professor I.. C. Spry 
B.S. in Pedagogy, 
Mr. F. C. Burt, Jr. 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering. 
Asst. Prof. William Hazell, Jr. 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
Asst. Prof. Paul Nielsen 
B.S., M.S. in Civil Engineering 
Mr. Paul Selgin 
M.S. in Communication Engineering 
Mr. Alan H. Stillman 
B.A. in Physics 
Mr. August E. Zentgraf 
B.S. in Civil Engineering 
Mr. Harold L. Lipschultz 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
PROFESSOR FRANK N. ENTWISLE 
Head, Physics Dept. 
PROFESSOR FRANK A. GRAMME R 
Head, English Dept. 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 
Professor Frank N. Entwisle 
C.E. 
Assoc. Prof. T. Smith Taylor 
A.B., Ph.D. in Physics 
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PROFESSOR LILLIAN M. GILBRETH 




There are four main functions of the 
Personnel Relations Department. These are: 
first, to help the student in the adjustments 
which he makes to his changing situation 
as he goes from high school through college 
and starts his career; second, to give him 
information concerning industrial and social 
problems which he will need if he is to take a 
position of leadership in the industrial com-
munity and as a citizen; third, to present to 
the student the techniques which he may 
use to analyze and meet the non-technical 
or human problems with which he will be 
faced; and finally, to develop in him the 
ability for creative thinking and leadership 
in discussion as well as more formal meetings. 
The last three of these objectives might 
be called the tools of leadership. Properly 
presented and mastered, they should give the 
one using them an advantage in their struggle 
for success. For that large group who move 
from the strictly technical aspects of engi-
neering to supervisory, managerial and 
executive positions, this 'training is essential. 
It also is valuable if the engineer wishes to 
enter public life. Progress in engineering 
itself depends greatly on the person's mastery 
of the techniques of handling people. 
Professor Lillian M. Gilbreth 
B. Litt., M. Litt., Ph.D., Sc.D. 
M.E., D. Eng., Sc.D., L.L.D. 
Asst. Prof. Paul L. Cambreleng 
A.B. in Economics 
Mr. Thomas Q. Gilson 
A.B. in Economics 
Mr. Edward W. Rice 
B.S., M.Ed. 
Mr. Robert L. Vannote 
Mr. Rossman I. Vail 
Mr. Joseph A. Rich, Jr. 




Professor George D. Wilkinson, Jr. 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, M.S. 
Asst. Professor John C. Hoffman 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering 
Mr. Oliver J. Sizelove 
B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
Mr. W. Bennett Sharp, Jr. 
B.S. in Business and Engineering Administration  
PROFESSOR GEORGE D. WILKINSON, JR. 
Head, Dept. of Industrial Engineering 

Seniors 
FABIAN C. ADLER 
Civil Engineering. Phi Delta Mu 2, 3, 4; A. S. C. E. 2, 
3, 4; Radio Club 1; Chess and Checker Club 2, 3, 4; 
Visitor's Day Committee 2. 
Fabian has a wide background in non-profes-
sional subjects for he is a voracious reader. He 
has a quick mind but does not like detail work. 
This characteristic has often proved to be his 
nemesis in school for he cannot see the value 
of writing a problem's solution on paper if he 
arrives at it mentally. 
ROBERT AHLERS 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 1, 2, 3, 4; A. S. M. E., 
2, 3, 4. 
Chippie's tales of the beautiful women to be 
found at the local roller skating rinks were 
simply fascinating, until they were investigated. 
Then we decided that Chippie as a judge of 
the female species was an excellent engineering 
student and should do well in his chosen pro-
fession. 
IVAR C. AKERBLOM 
Mechanical Engineering. Newark Technical School Fra-
ternity, Secretary 2, President 3, 4; A. S. M. E.; Varsity 
Track 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Ivar is an energetic organizer, meticulous in his 
work as well as his manner. In spite of the 
fact that he is a night school student, Ivar has 
been active in N. C. E. sports and has been a 
member of the varsity track team for the past 
four years. We will remember the tall, blonde 
Ivar as a loyal friend. 
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JOHN C. ALPAUGH 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 3, 4; Sigma Pi, 2, Secre-
tary 3, 4; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Tau Beta Pi, 4; Orchestra, 
1; I. F. C. Committee, 3. 
"Jackson" is a quiet type of fellow. He has 
an unfailing sense of humor and is one of those 
few people who never seem to lose their temper 
come what may. However, it cannot be said 
that Jackson could be imposed upon for he was 
certain to inform the offender of the error of 
his ways, but always in a pleasant manner. 
ANTHONY J. ANCONETANI 
Industrial Chemistry. Delia Sigma Zeta 2, 3, Secretor) 
4; A. I. Ch. E. 2; Intramural Basketball 2, 3, 4; Chess 
and Checker Club 3, 4. 
Tony is one of our commuting brethren from 
up north. After four years he should be able 
to write a ten volume thesis on the "Adventures 
and Discomforts of a Public Service Bus-
Rider." Tony works hard and deserves all the 
success we can wish him. 
ROBERT A. AULD 
Mechanical Engineering. A. S. M. E. 
Bob, known as "The Deacon" because of 
over indulgence in seven root beers at a part) 
one evening, is perhaps the only fellow in the 
evening Mechanical group who took Calculus  
and actually knew what he was doing. Being 
a Scotchman, Bob can always be depended of 
for a good story about the Irish. 
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STEPHEN BALASHEK 
Electrical Engineering. A. I. E. E. 4; I. R. E. 4. 
Steve is a top student and merits his marks by 
both hard study and an interest in the work. 
He is a member of the A. I. E. E. and the 
I. R. E. and is employed by the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories on fundamental hearing investiga-
tions. His hobbies are photography, radio, high-
fidelity recording, and resting. He looks for-
ward to making a more thorough investigation 
of this last field after graduation. 
WILLIAM H. BALENTINE 
Electrical Engineering. Alpha Kappa Pi 2, 3, Vice-Pres-
ident 4; A. I. E. E. 3, 4; Chairman, Ring Committee 4. 
At one time Bill might have been judged "roly-
poly" but since last summer he has assumed 
almost normal proportions. Bill is a jolly fel-
low. He seems to have achieved the rare tech-
nique of combining work and play in just the 
right proportions for a well-balanced life. 
ARTHUR C. BAUMANN 
Honors Option 2, 3, 4; Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S. 
3, 4; Chess and Checker Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Visitor's Da) 
Committee 3. 
"Abe," (I understand that there's a story be-
hind that name), is one of our chess and 
checker devotees. He's one of those fellows 
who stare at a chessboard all lunch period and 
a blackboard all afternoon. Abe is small in 
stature but big in the qualities that make us 
proud to have him as a classmate. 
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JOHN BEVERE 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 3, 4. 
"John" is the good looking man with the fine 
singing voice. For the benefit of any young 
women who may read this book, he is definitely 
not interested in the female sex. Yet we often 
wonder how he manages to bring such gorgeous 
creatures to our school dances. Perhaps, it pays 
to be indifferent. 
CHARLES R. BOETTGER JR. 
Industrial Chemistry. 
Russ joined his class at the beginning of the 
second year at the Tech; having completed a 
year at Bergen Junior College. He still works 
for the Standard Oil Development Company 
and hopes for a bright future in Standard's syn-
thetic rubber industries. He and his wife spend 
all of their spare time either sailing or dream-
ing of bigger and better sail boats. 
VINCENT JAMES BONADIES 
Electrical Engineering. Newark Technical School Fra-
ternity, President 2; Class, Vice-President 4; Nucleus 
Staff 4; Fratech, Editor. 
Jim is one of the most active of our night 
school brethren. The more jobs he has to do 
the happier he is. Jim's record at school has 
been one of performance, a fact which his fel-
lows recognized by electing him Vice-President 
of the Senior Class. We wish him the success 
which he certainly has earned. 
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RICHARD T. BONATZ 
Electrical Engineering. A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4; Nucleus 
Staff 4. 
Dick is a typical electrical. He is never found 
without a broad smile and an enormous sense 
of humor. Whenever a complicated problem 
arises in class, Dick can be counted on to clear 
it up or make it more complicated. His ability 
to see the practical side of things and his ability 
to express himself properly should bring him a 
successful engineering career. 
FRANKLYN H. BREITENSTEIN 
Electrical Engineering. Honors Option, 2, 3, 4; A. I. 
E. E. 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2. 
Frank is a "Teaneckite" and so operates one 
of the many student jitneys radiating from N. 
C. E. Perhaps it's just as well that he doesn't 
try to use the bus for he certainly would have 
trouble carrying that suitcase he calls a book-
bag. Frank is headed for a Navy commission. 
We know he will make good. 
ARTHUR W. BRENDLER 
Civil Engineering. A. S. C. E. 2, 3, 4; Visitor's Day 
Committee 1, 2. 
Art is a great sportsman. The first day of the 
hunting season always finds him missing from 
the halls of N. C. E. He has yet, however, to 
get his first deer. Art plays semi-pro baseball 
and likes ice hockey and fishing. Unlike most 
fishermen, however, Art lets the other fellow 
tell about the big one that got away. 
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RAYMOND H. BRESK 
Mechanical Engineering. 
Ray is that tall blond who is generally seen 
carting a big bookbag. We have often wondered 
if any of those texts keep Ray from having a 
good time; we doubt it. 
WARREN L; BUCKHOLZ 
Mechanical. Intramural Football 1, 2; Intramural Soft-
ball, 1, 2; A. S. M. E.; 2, 4; Orchestra, 1, 2; Senior 
Banquet Committee, 4; 
"Buck" did a great deal to make life more 
pleasant about the school. With his jolly na-
ture and witty remarks he has helped brighten 
up many an other wise discouraging day. All 
of which makes us rather glad we knew this 
man Buckholz. 
SAMUEL F. CIRCILLO 
Mechanical. Honors Option 1; Delta Sigma Zeta 1; 
A. S. M. E. 2, 3, 4; Technician, Exchange Editor 2; 
Nucleus 4; Visitors' Day Committee 3; 
If Sam were not so near the top of the class, we 
could say that he had missed his profession, for 
he has strong tendencies toward art. As evi-
dence, we submit the drawings in this book. 
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ROBERT D. COFFEE 
Industrial Chemistry. A. I. Ch. E. 2, A. C. S.; 3, 4; 
Chess and Checker Club 4; Visitor's Day Committee 2; 
Nucleus, Literary Editor 4; Honors Option 2, 3, 4; 
"Why daddy?" These might have been Bob's 
words 15 years ago, or, with slight modification 
his words today. Bob keeps the professors busy 
trying to think up reasonable explanations for 
the questions he asks. Bob's is not the "loud 
noise that bespeaks the vacant mind," however. 
He really knows his stuff. Some day we expect 
to be referring to him as "Dr." Coffee. 
JOHN B. CONDRY 
Industrial Chemistry; 
John's endless search for knowledge terminated 
when he found N.C.E. He is content to just 
sit back and have the instructors pour out 
knowledge to him. John is a colorful gentle-
man, and perhaps that is why he is with the 
Sonneborn & Son's Paint Company. 
LAWRENCE F. CRANN 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E.; I. R. E. Honors 
Option; 
Larry has many of the qualities that make men 
great. His high scholastic standing and burning 
desire for math put him in a class all his own; 
Larry does relax at times and when he does he 
may be found swimming in circles in one of the 
local pools. 
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ALFRED R. CROSBY 
Mechanical; Honors Option, 3, 4; Class President 4, Sec-
retary 2; A. S. M. E.; 2, 3, 4; Student Council, 4; 
Trunnion 3, Tau Beta Pi, 9, President 4; Defense Forum 
Committee, 4; Junior Smoker Committee, Chairman 3; 
Trunnion Smoker Committee, 3; Visitors' Day Committee, 
1, 2, 3; Student Relations Committee, Chairman 4; 
"Al" is one of the brighter hopes of the class, 
having what we believe to be an ideal combina-
tion of scholastic ability along with a pleasing 
personality. There is some of the leader and the 
crusader in Al, evidenced by his constant striv-
ing to maintain his high ideals in all his college 
contacts. 
THOMAS J. DALEY 
Industrial Chemistry; J. V; Track 2; Honor, Option 
2. 3. 
Tom shows no partiality to the professors. He 
has slept in all their classes. We wonder if it 
is because of the many hours he burned the 
midnight oil doing homework. Seriously, we 
shall miss Tom's cheerful personality and his 
talent for saying the wrong thing at the right 
time. 
OLIVER J. D'AMATO 
Mechanical; Honors Option, I; Intramural Softball, 1, 2; 
Delta Sigma Zeta-Treasurer 2, 3, 4; A. S. M. E. 4; A. 
S. C. E.; 3; Glee Club, 1, 2, 9; Chairman of Fraternity 
Formal, 4; 
"Olic" always seemed a great deal more serious 
in his attitude toward his work than the ma-
jority of us. However behind his scholarly 
manner was a very friendly, likable sort of man. 
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PHILIP DEL VECCHIO 
Civil Engineering. A. S. C. E. 2, 3, 4; Chess and 
Checker Club 2, 3, 4; Visitors' Day Committee 1, 2; 
Del has been coming to school on High Street 
for eight years (he spent four years at Central 
High) which makes that street practically his 
home address. Del was going to be an artist 
before he came to N.C.E. and still does oil 
paintings and sculptures as a hobby. Another 
of his hobbies is telling bad jokes; 
MICHAEL F. DE MARCO 
Industrial Chemistry; S. A. M.; 4; Intramural Basketball 
2, 3, 4; Chess and Checker Club 2; Glee Club 1, 2; 
Here is a man who likes to talk (or should I 
say expound?) on almost any conceivable sub-
ject. This faculty of his serves not only to get 
him out of trouble but to get him in it. Lately 
Mike has been practicing his technique as a 
salesman. Heaven help the customer who has 
not developed a strong case of sales resistance. 
ANTHONY J. DENNING 
Mechanical; Varsity Fencing, 1; A. S. M. E.; 4; Glee 
Club, 2, 3, 4; Senior Fall Dance Committee; Senior Ball 
Committee, Senior Square Root Dance, Nucleus Staff; 
There are several qualities that we all admire 
very much in "Tony." His willingness to help 
no matter how much else he has to do, his 
ability to take a "kidding" (and give one), his 
sincerity and interest in all things, and his 
"solid" personality. 
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CHARLES W. DINGLE 
Industrial Chemistry,; Trunnion 3; Tau Beta Pi 4; 
Sigma Pi 1, 2, 3, 4; A. C. S; 3, 4; Student Council 
2, 3; Table Tennis Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Nucleus, Publicity 
Manager 4; Interfraternity Council Dance, Chairman 4; 
Class Vice-President 1, 2, Treasurer 3, 4; Honors Option 
2, 3, 4; 
Charlie's one of the most active fellows in the 
class. Especially this year since, as Treasurer, 
he's been trying to pry dues from our ever
-delinquent classmates. Charlie has the unique 
honor of having taken one-third of our coeds 
to a dance simultaneously. At least Charlie 
won't have to go job hunting this year, the 
Navy has one all picked out for him; 
JOSEPH S. DI RENDE 
Mechanical; Honors Option, 3, 4; Tennis Varsity, 1, 2, 3, 
Captain 4; Ping Pong, 3, 4, President 2; Delta Sigma 
Zeta, 2, 3, President 4; A. S. M. E.; 2, 3, 4; S. A. M., 3; 
Tau Beta Pi, 3, Treasurer 4; Nucleus Staff, Visitors' Day, 
1, 2, 3. 
Hello Jo, what do you know? Just come back 
from the B - - - K show? Anyway, it is good 
to see that you made it down from Paterson 
because what would the boys in Passaic do if 
you didn't pick them up? Joe is another of 
the top men in the class, and a Tau Beta Pi 
man. He has done a lot of work in the last 
four years and as a mathematician he is an 
A-1 man. Joe, with all his meticulous care, 
should be a great success in any job that he 
may undertake. 
JOHN B. DI RIENZO 
Industrial Chemistry; Newark Technical School Fra-
ternity; A. C. S. 4; 
John is a gas man for Public Service. He's a 
genius at operating the Orsat, and also knows 
how to explain its operation. As class president 
in his sophomore and junior years at N.T.S., 
he led the administration through storms and 
hardships. John is a former member of the 
American Association of Engineers. 
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DAVID S. DONALD 
Civil Engineering; Tau Beta Pi 4; A. S. C. E. 2, 3, 4. 
Honors Option 3, 4; 
Davy has red hair but don't let that fool you. 
His outstanding characteristic is his unruffled 
manner. Davy is a good all-around man, being 
one of the hardest workers in the class and at 
the same time actively interested in all outdoor 
sports. 
RICHARD DORIAN 
Dick is a likeable chap, with a "smooth line." 
He is one of the family men, being the extra
-proud poppa of two charming children. It's 
been a real pleasure working with Dick during 
our stay at N.C.E. We wish continued success 
for him and his family. 
EDWARD K. DUFFY 
Electrical Engineering. Phi Sigma Omega 3, Treasurer 
2, President 4; A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4; Student Council 4; 
Interfraternity Council 2, Secretary-Treasurer 3, Presi-
dent 4; Orchestra 1, 2; 
Ed has as many sides as a well-cut diamond. 
Besides his interest in engineering, Ed loves 
sports, of all kinds. Frequently he can be seen 
displaying the scars of battle, the results of his 
active participation. Ed is also prominent in 
our social activities and is an active leader in 
his Fraternity. 
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DONALD S. DUGUID 
Electrical Engineering; Newark Technical School Fra-
trinity; A. I. E. E. 
Don is the real out-of doors type. Born and 
bred on a farm in the wilds of northern New 
Jersey, it is a real effort for him to come to 
the city. Don is such a ski fan that he allegedly 
wears his skis all year long. Don is blessed 
with a hearty laugh and a delightful sense of 
humor. 
ALBERT WELLESLEY EARL 
Electrical Engineering; Phi Sigma Omega 2, 5, Secretary 
4, Vice-President 5; A. I. E. E. 1, 3, 4, President 5; 
Class of 1941, Treasurer 2, 3, 4; Soph Hop Committee; 
Soph Spring Dance Committee; Co-Chairman Junior 
Prom; 
Wes enjoys an unusual position among the 
electricals. He is not only a student, but an 
employee of the department as well. This has 
distinct advantages at times but it has made 
Wes a nervous worker in the laboratory. After 
all, it would never do for a department worker 
to burn out any of the equipment. Wes has 
done a fine job and deserves our very best 
wishes. 
HORACE L. EDWARDS 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E. 
Ed has always been admired for his ambition 
and persistence. When he is given a job to do 
there is never any doubt but that the job will 
be done and done right. Ed has been blessed 
with an ever-pleasant personality and is never 
too busy to maintain a friendly and helpful 
attitude. 
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BERNARD T. ELLIS, JR. 
Electrical Engineering; A. 1; E; E. 3, 4; Student Council 
3; Radio Club 1, 2, President 3, Secretary 4; Visitors' 
Day Committee 3; 
Bud is that long-legged commuter who, for 
the past four years, has been dashing after 
trains to get back and forth to N.C.E. We 
have all learned to appreciate his humor after 
being subjected to so many exposures. Bud 
has the unique ability of being able to please 
everybody, including the professors. This effi-
ciency should carry him far in the field of 
electronics. 
JAMES V. ELLOR 
Industrial Chemistry; Alpha Kappa Pi 1, 2, 3, His-
torian 4; A. I. Ch. E. 1; Varsity Basketball 1, 2, 3, 
Captain 4; Track 1, 3 ;  Student Council, Secretary-Treas-
urer 3, President 4; A. A; Secretary 2, Vice-President 3, 
President 4; Technician 1; Honors Option, 3; 
Jim is a big fellow. Perhaps this is one of the 
reasons why he has been able to carry so much 
outside work during his four years with us. 
As a tribute to his personality, it may be said 
that he is the first student to hold the office of 
President of the Student Council and the 
Athletic Association simultaneously. The Navy 
should find Ensign Ellor a valuable addition 
to their staff. 
ALBERT L. FEIN 
Industrial Chemistry; 
"Angus Mac Fein" has pursued his studies with 
wild abandon, nonchalantly omitting the most 
important details and searching into the depths 
for data on all sorts of irrelevant matters. He 
is well-known for his exceptional good nature, 
inquisitiveness, patience, and cigars. His spare 
time was spent with Lorraine, golf, dancing, 
and on philosophy. 
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CHARLES W. FERRIS 
Industrial Chemistry; Alpha Kappa Pi 3, Sentinel 4; 
V; Basketball 2; Intramural Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Visitors' Day Committee 3; Honors Option 2; 
Chuck is one of those fellows who takes life 
as he finds it and whose thoughts don't include 
tomorrow until tomorrow is today. Chuck's 
ruling passion is in sports of all kinds, a few 
of which are bowling, basketball, and softball. 
Perhaps it was athletics that kept him in con-
dition to successfully beat the four year grind 
at N.C.E. 
ERNEST A. FISCHER 
Mechanical; Varsity Basketball-Manager, 3, 4; Alpha 
Kappa Pi, 1, 2, 3, House Manager 4; A. S. M; E;, 3, 4; 
Student Council, 3, 4; Athletic Association, 2, 3, Treas-
urer 4; Glee Club, 1, 2; Nucleus Staff, 4; Senior Fall 
Dance Chairman, 4; 
"Ernie" has certainly well prepared himself for 
his chosen field of endeavor. For in addition to 
achieving a creditable academic record, he has 
shown a keen interest in the social and athletic 
activities of his class, acting as manager of the 
basketball team, and serving on many com-
mittees. 
PETER J. FOLINUS 
Industrial Chemistry; 
Pete's well rounded character can be easily 
distinguished by the way he walks. His idle 
hours are spent on the golf greens, where he 
can easily hit in the low 80's. His philosophy 
of life is that the individual is supreme. He 
has joined the Naval Reserve and will soon be 
in the service. 
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GEORGE R. FUSNER 
Mechanical; Class Secretary-Treasurer, 1; Cheerleader, 
1, 3, 4; A; S. M; E;, 2, Treasurer 3, Chairman 4; S. A; 
M., Secretary-Treasurer 3, Chairman 4; Glee Club, 1, 2, 
Vice-President 3, 4; Nucleus 3; 
"George's" honest enthusiasm for his profes-
sional work and his class affairs has been a 
constant source of amazement to all of us for 
the past four years. His dependability and his 
willingness to assume responsibilities coupled 
with his kindly manner have early marked him 
as a potential leader of industry; 
WILLIAM J. GARMANY, JR. 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E; 2, 3, 4, 5; Glee Club 
.5; Radio Club 1, 4, Treasurer 2, Vice-President, 3, 5; 
Bill's eagerness to use determinants in the solu-
tion of problems has led to the nickname 
"Determinant" Garmany. Seriously, his ability 
with this mathematical refuge is unique and 
helpful. We predict him to be one of the 
prominent electronics engineers of the next 
decade. 
MARTIN GASPIERIK 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E. 3, 4; 
Martin is another of our "hams." Like his con-
freres, Martin spends many of his free hours 
puttering with his radio equipment. Martin 
was not one of the socialites of the school, 
but perhaps the coming years will find him 
making up for lost time. 
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A. JOHN GERACI 
Industrial Chemistry. Alpha Kappa Pi 3, A. I. E. E. 1, 
2; A. C. S. 4; Varsity Fencing 2, 3, Captain 4; Chess 
and Checker Club 2. 
Jack has so many outside interests that it's 
difficult to pin him down to any one. One of 
our best fencers, he turned coach this year so 
that N.C.E.'s fencing squad could uphold its 
unusually high standards. Jack's interest in 
fine music and books makes a fine supplement 
to his engineering training. 
JAMES J. GILES 
Mechanical 
"Jim" was one of the strong silent men of his 
class, being interested in athletics, especially 
weight lifting. In spite of his strength, which 
any one who has shaken his hand will testify 
for, Jim was perhaps one of the most gentle 
natured fellows we know. 
H. J. GOOD 
Harry is a very sincere fellow and is always 
willing to help someone else, if it is within his 
power. There are many pilots flying today who 
owe their safety to Harry whose job it is to 
see that the final stresses are placed in all the 
castings at the Wright Aeronautical Company. 
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MILTON S. GREITZER 
Civil Engineering. A. S. C. E. 2, 4, Treasurer 3; 
Visitors' Day Committee 1, 2. 
During his four years at N.C.E. Milt has never 
been known to reveal his middle name. Now 
it seems that we shall never know. Milt's 
outstanding characteristic is his sense of humor 
which reveals itself in his dialect jokes and 
quick retorts. His ambition is to be able to 
sleep an undisturbed twenty-four hours after 
graduation. 
ALEX GROSSMAN 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 3, 4; S. A; M;—Vice Chairman 
4; Glee Club, 3; 
"Al" during his undergraduate years was deep-
ly interested in the scientific management move-
ment. It was mainly due to his efforts that 
motion pictures concerning engineering were 
shown during lunch hour on Fridays. Well we 
remember the little "commercials" Al would 
deliver for the Management Society before 
showing the film. 
ROBERT C. HAGEN 
Mechanical. Jayvee Basketball, 1; Sigma Pi, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
A. S. M. E. 4; Radio Club, I; 
"Bob" with his antique, wheezing car, which 
almost all of us have been given lifts in, has 
been a familiar sight about the school these 
past years. But Bob maintains that it gets him 
there, eventually, and costs so little to operate, 
that he has no complaint. 
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FRANK J. HART 
Mechanical; Honors Option, 2, 3, 4; A. S. M. E. 2, 
3, 4; Tan Beta Pi, Secretary 3, 4; Nucleus, Editor 4; 
Visitors' Day, 2, 3. 
"Frank" is a friendly individual. With his 
chuckle and his ever present smile he easily 
makes friends with all he comes into contact 
with. In discussions he is always ready to listen 
to the other fellow's view point and if he does 
not agree, he presents his own opinions in such 
a way, the other party is never offended. 
JOHN C. HAYCOCK 
Industrial Chemistry. Sigma Pi 3, 4; A. C. S. 3, 4; A. 
E. Ch. E.  1; Intramural Basketball 3; Intramural Base-
ball I; Ping Pong Club 1, 2; Honors Option 2. 
A member of the Railroad Commuter's Club, 
Craig, as he is known around the college, didn't 
have much time to devote to extracurricular 
activities. His quiet manner and even dispo-
sition, however, make him well liked by his 
classmates. 
MILTON HELLER. 
Mechanical; Honors Option 3; Basketball 
Interfraternity 3; Ping Pong lnterfraternity 4; Phi Delta Mu 3, 4 
A. S. M. E. 4; 
With the graduation of the Class of '42 goes 
the inimitable Milton "Bing" Heller, songster 
jokester, and lady-killer. No longer will the 
walls of Mech. Eng. Lab resound with the vi- 
brant tones of his song. No longer will hi: 
fellow classmates hold their splitting sides after 
hearing one of his many humorous dissertations 
Ah, but then all good things must come to ar 
end. By the way, it is rumored that Milt 
knows intimately every single girl at N.C.E. 
WILLIAM A. HALDEMAN 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 4; Intramural Basketball 
1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4. 
We never suspected that Bill was a farmer at 
heart until that day in Economics when he gave 
his heart-stirring plea on the farmer's prob-
lems. (He didn't mention the problems of the 
farmer's daughter.) Bill may be seen any 
Tuesday or Thursday practicing with the Glee 
Club. He may also be seen munching on his 
lunch in any class after one o'clock. 
CHESTER A. HANDLEWIT 
Mechanical; Newark Technical School Fraternity; A. S. 
M. E. 3, 4; Senior Barn Dance Committee 4; Senior Ball 
Committee. 
"Chet" was one of the men who completed his 
first two years of college the hard way, going 
to school at night and learning the tool making 
trade during the day. However, in spite of 
his late entry into the class he has won the 
friendship and respect of all his colleagues. 
FRANKLIN H. HARRIS, JR. 
Electrical Engineering; Sigma Pi 1, 3, 4, Herald 2; 
A; I. E. E. 2, 3, 4, Secretary 2, Vice-President 3; Student 
Council 4; Radio Club 1, 2, 3, President 4; Glee Club 
1, 3, 4, Secretary-Treasurer 2; Soph Hop Committee 2; 
Frank is a quiet, conservative chap who is 
destined to be a great electronic engineer. His 
generosity, loyalty, and his friendliness make 
him one of the most likeable fellows we know. 
Frank has gained much practical experience 
from his hobby, radio, which has made a valu-
able supplement to his work at N.C.E. 
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JOHN A. HERMANN 
Industrial Chemistry. Tau Beta Pi 4; Alpha Kappa Pi 
2, 3, 4; A. I. Ch. E. 1, 2; Student Council 4; Intra-
mural Basketball 3; Orchestra I; Chess and Checker 
Club 1, 2. Honors Option 3, 4. 
Johnny, "Little John," has the remarkable 
faculty of never appearing to do any work and 
yet getting everything in on time. Evidence 
of the quality of Johnny's work may be seen 
in his election to Tau Beta Pi. Johnny's inter-
ests extend not only to scholarship but to most 
of our social affairs as well. 
HARRY E. HOERTER 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 2, 3; A. S. M. E. 3, 4; 
Chess and Checkers Club, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Harry hails from Jersey City, and if he had 
his way Mayor Frank Hague would be in the 
White House and not in City Hall (so would 
Hague). As would naturally follow, Harry is 
a "political analyst" and on more than one 
occasion has amazed his fellow classmates with 
his political prognostication. Truthfully speak-
ing, Harry is as democratic a fellow as they 
come. His ability to "take it" as well as to 
"dish it out" has proved this time and again. 
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EDWARD P. HIGGINS 
Mechanical; Alpha Kappa Pi, 1, 3, 4; A. S. M. E. 4; 
Chairman Soph Hop; Co-Chairman Junior Prom; Co-
Chairman Senior Ball; Freshman Dance Committee; 
Nucleus Staff. 
Here's the man who has made N.C.E. "Clothes-
conscious." His styles in wearing apparel have 
done more for our conservative engineers than 
Gable, Garbo, and Grable combined. However, 
Ed's leadership does not stop there, but is 
merely indicative of that found among his 
numerous undertakings scholastically and so-
cially. Ed will also be long remembered for 
his ability at dancing and his fruitless attempts 
at trying to sing like Bob Eberle. Of course, 
how can we forget Ed's extreme love (*#/?!-* ) 
of freshman Engineering Drawing? 
WALTER HORN 
Mechanical; A. S. M. E., 4; S. A; M., 3, 4; Technician, 
Associate Editor 3, Advertising Manager, 2. 
Because of his brilliant, lengthy discussions in 
Staff Control classes, a movement was started 
to publicly match our "Daniel Webster" against 
England's Winston Churchill. Unfortunately, 
the Prime Minister had other duties to perform, 
so Walt won by forfeit. Particular praise must 
be given Walt for, in spite of the fact that 
he spent a good deal of his time worrying about 
a draft deferment until he graduated, he suc-
ceeded in getting excellent grades. "Keep 'em 
talking," soldier! 
F. WALTER HORNER 
Industrial Chemistry. Alpha Kappa Pi 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec-
retary 4; Editor Nucleus; 
Even a chance acquaintanceship with Walt will 
reveal that he has the makings of a good engi-
neer; Tough breaks have befallen him time and 
time again, but Walt has only come back the 
stronger. Walt does his work quietly and with-
out fanfare. We wish him all the luck in the 
world as Ensign in the Naval Reserve. 
JOHN L. HOUGHTON 
Mechanical; Alpha Kappa Pi, 3, 4; A.S.M.E., 4; Nucleus 
Staff; 
To John belongs that unique quality so neces-
sary for success—perseverance. Jack entered 
N.C.E. after completing four trying years at 
N.T.S. Need we mention how trying those 
additional two years were? For this ability to 
stick to a definite task, congrats are in order for 
Jack. Confidentially, Jack is responsible for the 
fine photography in the Nucleus. 
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FREDERICK P. HUSTON, JR. 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 3, 4; 
Want to know anything about unions? Here's 
your man. His eloquent discourses on that sub-
ject have given rise to many spirited discussions 
in Staff Control. Fred already has the poise and 
air of self confidence that denotes the success-
ful man. 
JOHN E. IDENDEN 
Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S. 3, Vice-President 4; Rifle 
Club 1, 2; Senior Fall Dance Committee; Visitors' Day 
Commttie 	Honors Option 2, 3, 4; 
Big Jchn, (where did he get that name), is a 
handball addict. He is also addicted to anything 
connected with the great outdoors. For some 
reason this doesn't seem to include women 
(unless he's been holding out on us), but per-
haps his views will change with the passage of 
time. 
ROBERT L. JAMES 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4; Honors 
Opt on 2; 
Bob is a modest fellow. His chief concern in 
schcol seemed to be the earning of his degree 
thrcugh earnest and diligent study. His .nain 
difficulty was not with his work but with his 
punctuality, something which a good alarm 
clock would easily fix. 
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THOMAS W. JOHNSON 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 2, 3, 4; Class-President 3, 
Treasurer 2; Basketball-Jayvee 2; Alpha Kappa Pi, 2, .3, 
President 4; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Student Council, 3; 
Trunnion, 3; Tan Beta Pi, 4; Sopb Hop Committee; 
Senior Ball Committee; Constitution Committee; 
Naval ensign, Junior class president, honor stu-
dent . . . what other words could more appro-
priately describe Tom than these very factual 
ones? Always level-headed and straightforward, 
he found savory delight in insuring the success 
of the many class functions in which he par-
ticipated. He is the typical clean-cut, all-
around fellow. (Sorry girls, he's engaged). 
ALBERT KABOT 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Student Council, 2; 
Photography Club, President 2, 3; 
Al is the fellow who always gets to the classes 
ahead of everyone else. Quiet and happy-go-
lucky, Al accepts things as they come. His 
chief interest lies in the field of photography. 
Al is really quite a fiend with his camera. 
PAUL KEITH 
Mechanical; Honors Option, 2; A. S. M. E., 4; 
Whenever a top-heavy Chevy pulled up to the 
curb on Bleecker St. and "skaty-eight" men and 
briefcases came filing out, we knew that the 
fellow pinned under the steering wheel was 
none other than our erstwhile, dependable 
friend, Jisbee, bringing in another carload of 
students from West New York. That's typical 
of Paul though, always generous and kind, 
never afraid to lend a helping hand. These ad-
mirable qualities have made him well-liked 
by all. 
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EDWIN C. KENNEDY 
Mechanical. Alpha Kappa Pi, 4; A. S. M. E., 4; Chess 
Club, 2, 3, 4; Nucleus Staff; Visitors' Day 2; 
Our erstwhile friend Edwin Kennedy is a man 
who can get more power from a generator than 
any electrical. Ed's great feats in Elec; Lab. 
will live as a lasting memory with the students 
and professors. Ensign Kennedy is to go places 
for his is the ever-seeking, ever-questioning, 
unsatisfied mental appetite. Ed finds extreme 
pleasure in his chief recreational pursuit, pho-
tography, and evidence of his skill at this inter-
esting hobby can be found in the candid shots 
in the Nucleus. 
CHARLES H. KENNINGTON, JR. 
Industrial Chemistry; Alpha Kappa Pi 2, 3, 4; A. C. S
.., 3, 4;  
Charlie is one of our conservative classmates. 
When he starts out to do a job you can depend 
on its being done, and being done well. Charlie's 
social life is not neglected either as any of his 
fraternity brothers will verify. 
JOSEPH F. KIERNAN 
Mechanical Engineering; A. S. M. E., 3, 4; 
Joe is the "heap Big Chief" of the ME 43 
section. As chief engineer of the boiler test in 
the laboratory, he sent a man out for refresh-
ments in the dead of night during the blizzard 
of '40." Believe it or not, the man lost his 
way. To hear him defend the political situa-
tion in Jersey City, one would think he was 
a well-paid politician defending the honor and 
glory of Jersey City. 
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REINHART W. KOCH 
Industrial Chemistry; 
After getting a start in day school, Bill joined 
the gang in the third year of N.T.S. Although 
he is a chemical student, his main interests lie 
in management and industrial engineering. As 
his hobby, he engages in radio experimenting 
and dramatics. 
SEYMOUR KREVSKY 
Electrical Engineering. Phi Delta Mu 3, 4; A; I; E. E; 
3, 4; Radio Club 1, 2, 3, Chief Operator 4; Chess and 
Checker Club 2, 3, 4. Honors Option 3, 
Seymour is the butt of all his classmates' prac-
tical jokes. Whether it be a tack on the chair 
or a hot-foot, Seymour is the victim. However, 
Krevsky takes them all with a smile and laughs 
as hard as the rest of us at his own predica-
ments. Scholastically he is nobody's stooge and 
is a diligent worker. 
VICTOR M. KRYGOWSKI 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 3, 4; A. S; M; E., 4; 
Nucleus 4; Visitors' Day Committee 2. 
Known for his versatile talents at Indian club 
swinging and baton twirling, Vic has enjoyed 
great popularity among the students. With a 
great flair for music, Vic could often be seen 
parading the halls beating on an imaginary 
bass drum (with vocal sound effects). Vic, 
too, is joining the Navy as an Ensign, so don't 
be surprised if you hear that the Japs have 
surrendered. 
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SAMUEL C. LAPIDGE 
Electrical Engineering; A.  I. E.  E.  
Sam has always been one of the better students 
in the class but we will always remember the 
time that he put an ammeter across the line. 
Perhaps the fact that Sam hails from Jersey 
City explains some of the radical stands that 
he made in Staff Control. In spite of this fact, 
Sam is known to be a straight and clear thinker. 
ROLAND L. LAUGEL 
Industrial Chemistry; Tau Bela Pi, Vice-President 4; 
A. C. S. , President 4; Student Council 1, 4; Chess and 
Checker Club 3, 4; Class President I; Freshman Dance 
Committee; Co-Chairman, Senior Fall Dance; Senior Ball 
Committee; Nucleus Staff 4. Honors Option 2, 3, 4; 
Roland's technical qualifications are self-evi-
dent, since he has always been in the Honors 
Option Group and is a member of Tau Beta 
Pi. We believe he possesses just as good possi-
bilities in the field of management. Possessing 
a fine personality along with athletic ability, he 
will win the friendship of those who come in 
contact with him. 
NELSON S. LAWRENCE 
Electrical Engineering. Trunnion 3; Tau Beta Pi 4; 
A.  I.  E. E., Secretary 2, Vice-President 3, Treasurer 4; 
S. A. M., 4; Student Council 3, 4; Technician I, Assist-
ant Business Massager 2, Business Manager 3, 4; Visitors' 
Day Committee 3; Honors Option, 3, 4. 
Nels is a man of great will power. He must be 
in order to keep his mind on his work the way 
he does. Nels gets results, however, and his 
grades place him among the top scholars in 
the Senior Class. His perseverance should be 
a valuable asset in industry. 
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JOHN E. LICCARDI 
Mechanical. Honors Option 2, 3, 4; Delta Sigma Zeta 
4; Corresponding Secretary 3; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; 
John is that rare type of chap who not only 
believes in the motto "actions speak louder than 
words," but also lives by it. Quiet and reserved 
in speech, he finds full expression in his many 
hobbies such as outdoor sports, music, and Boy 
Scout work. His extreme modesty prevents 
mention of the medal he received for bravery, 
or of his recent appointment as an Ensign in 
the Naval Reserve—so we won't say a word 
about it! 
MARTIN H. LIPTON 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 3, 4; Tau Beta Pi, Corre-
sponding Secretary, 4; Techn'cian, Reporter, 3; Nucleus 
Staff; Visitors' Day, 3. 
"Lip" is best remembered by his numerous 
classmates for his remarkable musical feat—
playing the tuba accompaniment to the singing 
in the Mech. Lab. without a tuba. That "Lip" 
is really an excellent musician is well-known; 
that he is a loyal friend, and a gentleman in 
every respect is indisputable; and that he is a 
scholar—well, ask Tau Beta Pi. 
CHRIS E. LOESER 
Mechanical. Honors Option 3, 4; Class Secretary 3, 4; 
Sigma Pi 2, Vice-President 3, Treasurer 4; A. S. M. E. 
2, 3, 4; Tan Beta Pi 4; Orchestra I; 
"Shortstuff" is a lad everyone will miss (pro-
fessors too), for he has been and is everybody's 
friend. Whether asked for the loan of a lowly 
10c piece or a lucrative homework assignment 
Chris always obliged—and with a smile. Though 
diminutive in stature, his accomplishments have 
established him as a Colossus in the scholastic 
and social circles at N.C.E. He's "tops" with-
out any "props"! 
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LEONARD J. LYONS 
Mechanical; Honors Option 3, 4; A.  S.  M.  E., 4; Chess 
and Checkers Club 3; 
It's no wonder that Len exhibits a tall and 
sturdy frame, since he originates from that cold 
but energizing land where men are men and 
women are scarce—Canada. His cool-headed, 
straight-shooting manner proves our contention 
that he would make an excellent policeman of 
the Royal Mounties (but why weaken the engi-
neering profession?). Vraiment, c'est un gentil-
homme. 
MARTIN MALAMUT 
Mechanical. Honors Option 2; A.  S.  M.  E., 2, 4; Chess 
and Checkers Club 3; Nucleus 4. 
"Brotherly love" is a virtue with Mal as evi-
denced by the fact that he has given up a great 
deal of his spare time tutoring his bewildered 
freshman brother as to the ills and wills of this 
honorable institution. (Ah, those freshman 
days!) However, Mal manages to find enough 
time to indulge in his favorite pastime, match-
ing pennies, in which he finds extreme relax-
ation (and profit). 
DAVID H. MANGNALL 
Mechanical; A. S.  M.  E., Secretary 2, Vice Chairman 
3, Chairman 4; Student Council 4; Ping Pong Club 3; 
Dave's favorite hobby is eating and more eat-
ing. To this all of his classmates will swear 
for on too many occasions between classes were 
they forced to subdue a hunger urge aroused 
by his lusty gulps and crunches on some three-
decker sandwiches. His unsatiated appetite is 
surpassed only by his unbounding interest and 
sympathy toward his neighbor. Well-liked by 
all, Dave will be a difficult cog to replace in 
the social machinery at N.C.E. 
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ARTHUR F. MANTLE 
Mechanical; Honors Option 2; A. S. M. E. 4. 
Attention girls! Here is that strong, handsome, 
dependable type of male that ever haunts your 
reverie. What's more, these virtues are the real 
(not "reel") thing. Maybe we males won't 
shout about his Adonis' qualities, but about 
his dependability and sincerity—well, hip, hip! 
PHILIP MATENA 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; 
Here's a man who has done everything from 
filing a piece of rough stock to designing a 
highly specialized battleship during his summer 
work at the shipyards (you said so yourself). 
All joking aside, however, Phil's well-ordered 
mental powers have enabled him to take any-
thing in his stride. Whether it was school work, 
occupational pursuits, or social activity, Phil 
was first and last. (We hear that Phil's very 
intimate friends call him "Cookie"). 
THOMAS W. McGINNIS 
Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S; 3, 4; Intramural Basket-
ball I; Intramural Baseball 1, 2, 3; Intramural Bowling 
2, 3; Chess and Checker Club 3, 4; Visitors' Day Coin-
miller 3; 
College was four hard years of work for Tom, 
but he proved again that "where there is a 
will there is a way." Tom earned a large part 
of his expenses by working as a seaman on an 
oil tanker during the summer. His efforts have 
not gone unnoticed, as the Naval Reserve will 
offer him an ensign's commission on graduation. 
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FRANK McQUADE 
Mechanical; Honors Option 3, 4. 
Among the mechanicals Frank is known for 
his quiet manner and happy disposition. To 
him must be awarded the honor of being an 
earnest scholar above all else. His silent but 
none the less keen interest in the school evolved 
about one important point—that the student 
must be a proficient scholar to maintain the 
good name of the school, and that the scholar 
must be an efficient engineer to maintain his 
own good name. 
LAWRENCE MICHAK 
Civil Engineering; A. S. C. E., 2, 3 , 4; Ping Pong I, 2; 
Glee Club 1, 2; Chess and Checker Club 1, 2; 1, Secre-
tary 4; Visitors' Day Committee 2; 
Larry is one of our most reliable and thorough 
students. He always wants to know the reason 
behind the thing he is doing. Larry's classroom 
attitude is based on the principle of "look 
interested even if you're not." However, we 
suspect that Larry has a wide range of interests. 
WALTER B. MIHALIK 
Industrial Chemistry; Newark Technical School Fra-
ternity; A. C. S., 4. 
Walt is a man of the world. He still wants to 
know why his theory of making money quickly 
doesn't work. He can recite Shakespeare from 
memory, but everyone disappears after the first 
stanza. He's a textile chemist and expects to 
specialize in textile chemistry after he serves 
Uncle Sam. 
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JAMES W. MOMBERG 
Electrical Engineering; A; I; E; E. 2, 3, 4. Honors 
Option 2, 3, 4. 
Jim "Mollier" Momberg joined our group in 
1940. His scholastic influence was soon felt 
and one could depend on him to solve some of 
the most difficult problems. His hearty laugh 
indicates his joviality and sense of humor. This 
characteristic should take him a long way in 
the field of engineering. 
MALCOLM S. MORSE 
Electrical Engineering. A.I.E.E; 3, 4. 
Malcolm is our own absent-minded professor. 
However, his forgetfulness does not carry over 
to his school work and Malcolm is noted for 
his exactitude in the laboratory. Malcolm is a 
hard-working student but has been known to 
break forth with some current version of jit-
terbug music on occasion. 
CARL A. NAPIORSKI 
Mechanical; Honors Option 2, 3, 4; A. S. M; E. 2, 3, 
4; Student Council 4; Chess and Checkers Club, Vice-
President 3, President 4; Cap and Gown Committee, 
Chairman 4; A. S. M. E; Committee on Professionalism, 
Chairman 4; Visitors' Day 3. 
One of Jersey City's contributions to N.C.E. 
is Carl. He spends all his spare time reading 
many diversified subjects, and enjoys playing 
chess. Whenever you want to find CAN just 
look around the Chess Club and there he would 
be found. This last year he has led a successful 
Defense Forum Program. 
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WILLIAM NICLAUS 
Any time you see a crowd gathered in the hall, 
you can't miss Nick. His head towers at least 
one foot above the tallest man in the class. 
Nick is a designer for the Fortney Manufactur-
ing Company. If he carries on with as fine 
work as he has been doing at the college, he 
should go far in his present field. 
EMIL L. NOVOMESKY 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 4; A. I. Ch. E; 2; 
Nucleus 3; Soph Hop Committee 2; Visitors' Day Com-
mittee 1, 2. 
Novy is our nomination for the Academy 
Award of 1952. The motion pictures which 
he took, directed, and even appeared in, are 
a valuable record of student life at N.C.E. 
Novy has a well-developed sense of humor and 
a flair for mimicry which has brightened many 
of our moments here at college. 
WILLIAM G. NUGENT 
Electrical Engineering. Alpha Kappa Pi 3, 4; N. T. S. 
F.; A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4; S. A. M. 4; Student Council 
4; Nucleus Staff. Honors Option 3, 4. 
Any time you find yourself in a "Bull-Session" 
you are likely to find Bill in it also. Bill's vocal 
prowess has caused him to become known as the 
"Windjammer" among some of his classmates. 
Seriously, Bill is a likeable, intelligent fellow. 
His ability to express himself should prove to 
be a great asset to him. 
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HELEN OLADKO 
Mechanical. Class Secretary, 2; A. S. M. E. 2, 4, Sec-
retary 3; S. A. M. 3, 4; Student Council, 4; Technician, 
1, 2, Editor-in-Chief 3, Nucleus Staff; Glee Club 4; 
Visitors' Day Committee, 1, 2, 3; Junior Prom Com-
mittee; Freshman Dance Committee. 
One of the assets of our class has been the 
presence of this young damsel. Helen has done 
more than her part to make our class a success-
ful one. Helen's cheerful disposition and par-
ticipation in practical jokes (even when at her 
expense) made the fellows accept her as "one 
of them." Her managerial abilities were amply 
displayed in successfully running the "Tech-
nician." 
ARTHUR R. PASQUINE 
Mechanical; Honors Option, I, 2, 3, 4; Ping Pong, 1; 
A. S. M. E., 3, 4; Chess and Checkers Club, I; Visitors' 
Day Committee, 3; 
Artie, quiet and unassuming, consistently ex-
cels in practically every subject with little 
effort. A firm believer in paper conservation, 
Art constantly strained the Profs' eyes with 
his minute writing. His chief worry is keeping 
his car running, but there is no doubt that 
anything that he starts will keep running to 
the very end. 
GREGORY W. PICKEL 
Electrical Engineering; 
Having joined our group in 1940, Greg soon 
became one of us. His attitude is unassuming 
and earnest and he depends on hard work for 
his accomplishments. Greg is an able gymnast 
and a fine physical specimen. 
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WALTER M. PIKE 
Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S. 3, 4; Intramural Basket-
ball 1, 2; Visitors' Day Committee 2; 
If we have not seen as much of Walt as we 
would have liked, it's because he hails from 
far-distant Matawan. Walt has had many ex-
periences while traveling, especially when try-
ing to get to a one o'clock class from a train 
which arrives at Broad Street at one o'clock. 
Nevertheless, Walt is a familiar figure at all of 
our dances. He has made a host of acquain-
tances who value his friendship highly. 
MONROE S. PINCUS 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 3, 4; A. I. Ch. E., 
Secretary 2; J. V; Fencing 1, 2. 
Pinky is one of our literary set. Between oper-
ating the switchboard and reading a book he 
spent many a busy evening at N. C. E. In 
spite of his night work, Pinky managed to get 
his work done and come through with flying 
colors. 
CHARLES A. PORTER 
Industrial Chemistry; Newark Technical School Fra-
ternity. 
Charlie has always been one of the top men of 
the class. When he met Edith, (his wife), his 
marks plunged to A minuses. Charlie looks 
forward to a laboratory of his own some day 
but his plan for the immediate future is to 
enter the army. You can usually find him 
under his car putting in a new transmission. 
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JOHN SOMERS PRESTON 
Industrial Chemistry; A. I. Ch. E. 2; J. V. Track 3; 
Ping Pong 1, 2; Student Council 1, 2, 3, 4; A. A. Vice-
President 4; Chess and Checker Club 4, President 1, 2, 
Visitors' Day Committee 2, 3; 
Jack, alias the agitator, doesn't hesitate to say 
what he thinks; His flair for organizing has 
kept him in the position of being virtual dic-
tator of the Chess and Checker Club for three 
years. That Jack is a leader can be seen by his 
many activities during his four years at college. 
CHARLES G. QUARNSTROM 
Industrial Chemistry; Honors Option t. 
College was just four years of hard work for 
Charlie. Every time we saw him he was med-
itating over some problem. His specialty is 
solving theoretical math problems. Charlie 
doesn't say much but when he does it is usually 
a valuable contribution. 
JACK M. RAUSCH 
Industrial Chemistry. Trunnion 3; Tau Beta Pi 4; A. 
C. S. 4; Chess and Checker Club 3. Honors Option 2, 
3, 4; 
If you want to know the right answer to a 
problem, Jack is sure to have it. The nicest 
part about Jack is that even though he does 
know all the answers, he doesn't go around 
shouting about it. In fact, we are inclined to 
believe that Jack is a little too modest about his 
own ability. We're counting on Jack to do 
some fine engineering work. 
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JOHN K. REDMON 
Mechanical; Honors Option, 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Pi, 3, 
4; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Tau Beta Pi, 4; Chess and 
Checkers 4; Visitors' Day 3. 
John is one of those diligent students with a 
flare for copious notes and elaborate reports. 
Time never worried Johnny; he always had 
enough time for both work and play. John's 
future is all tied up by a certain gal. May we 
extend our congratulations now? He is now 
an Ensign in the Naval Reserve, and he should 
go a long way in that branch of our armed 
forces. 
IRVING REINGOLD 
Mechanical; A. S. M. E., 4; Defense Council, 4; Visit-
ors' Day 2, 3. 
Although Iry is not a C. G., he certainly is a 
man of ability. His ambition is to become a 
"Captain of Industry;" Irv is rather quiet, but 
can sure express himself if pushed to it. You 
should hear him tell about government "inspec-
tion" per the army sometime. 
WARREN REYSEN 
Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S. 3, 4; Chess and Checker 
Club 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor Option 2, 3. 
Meet the man who does chemistry homework 
in management class and management home-
work in chemistry class. Oh well, at least 
Warren does his homework which puts him 
practically in a class by himself. Warren's in-
terests extend further than school, however, 
and he takes fiendish delight in winning a game 
of handball. 
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ANDREW E. RIDGIK 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 4; Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Andy's experience in the problems of the work-
ing class, particularly of women, should be a 
great aid to him in later life. Labor problems 
are often discussed but Andy can always add 
his share about some factory girls he knows. 
Ah Personal Relations! It is well known that 
he should be very successful in this field. 
AUSTIN J. RUDNICKI 
Electrical Engineering. A. I. E. E. 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 
4; Radio Club 3, 4; Rifle Club 1, 2, Secretary 3; Visit-
or? Day Committee 3. 
Austin's first move on entering a class is to 
fling open the windows. In spite of these pre-
cautions he is forced to struggle valiantly to 
keep from falling into the depths of slumber 
during class. Austin is a great "ham" and will 
spend hours working on some trick electrical 
gadget. 
EDWARD J. SAND 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 2, 3, 4; Ping Pong, Man-
ager 1, A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Tan Bela Pi, 4; Table 
Tennis Club, 2, 4, Vice-President 1, 
One of the most respected men in the Senior 
Class is Ed. He is very quiet, a hard worker, 
and a man who gets results. Despite his quiet-
ness he is very active in school affairs, and is 
liked by everyone who knows him. Best of 
luck, Ed. 
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GEORGE A. SANDER 
Electrical Engineering; 
George was born. In the due course of time 
he grew up, went through high school, got a 
job, and got married. Was he satisfied? No. 
He had to become an engineer. After ten years 
of prep school and college Mrs. Sander was re-
cently heard breathing a sigh of relief and ask-
ing, "How about starting our honeymoon now, 
George?" 
JOHN SASSO 
Industrial Chemistry. Delta Sigma Zeta 3, Treasurer 4; 
A. C. S., 3, 4; Fencing 3; Glee Club 1. 
I understand there was once a movement afoot 
for the class to send John to California as 
NCE's gift to Hollywood. Nothing came of 
it, however, and so handsome John's smile con-
tinues to brighten the corridors of Campbell 
Hall. John is interested in music and, some-
how, manages to find time to keep up with his 
outside reading. 
JAMES J. SAVARESE 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Kappa Pi 
2, 3, 4; A. S. M. E., 4; S. A. M., 4; Tan Bela Pi, 4 
Visitors' Day 3. 
Jim hails from Union and is also a good stu
dent. He likes to play tennis and also play 
a good game of softball. Jim spends his spar, 
time in taking care of his car, and keeping up 
with his social calendar, except when he sprain 
his ankles or some other excuse comes up. He 
is another leader of the successful Defense 
Forum. With his combination of brains, brawl 
and personality, Jim should go far in this in 
dustrial world. 
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THEODORE C. SCARLETT 
Mechanical. Sigma Pi, 3, Sage 4; A. S. M. E., 3, 4; 
Visitors' Day, 3; 
Ted is South Orange's gift to the college. He 
worked for the Railway Express for two years 
while going to school which is quite a job. He 
likes traveling around the country. Ted's gift 
of turning the most serious remark into a 
"quip" was ever a source of enjoyment to sec-
tion M4C. 
EDWARD A. SCHANTZ 
Mechanical. Honors Option, 2, 3, 4; A. S. M. E., 2, 
3, 4. 
Better known as Ed, he is one of the most 
studious boys in the school. It would seem 
that a lot of midnight oil is burned at the 
Schantz residence and it shows in his marks. 
He would like to travel and see the world, but 
so far he has been slaving at N. C. E., except 
for a trip to Florida; but it won't be long now! 
Just keep on asking questions, and the answers 
will reveal themselves some day. 
JOHN R. SCHNEIDER 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 3, Secretary 4; A. I. Ch 
E. 1, 2; J. V. Basketball 1, 2, 3; Intramural Basketbal 
1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Football 1, 2; Track 2; GIee 
Club 1, 3, Vice-President 2; Chess and Checker Club 1 
2, 1, 4; Visitors' Day Committee I, 2, 3. 
John's stay at NCE was largely occupied b3 
studies and the laboratory which he built for 
himself at home. Probably the tallest man it 
the school, John was a real aid to his section 
in their intramural basketball games. His 
friends call him "Long John." 
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WALTER A. SCHNYDER 
Industrial Chemistry; 
Walt is listed in "Who's Who In North 
Bergen." Part credit for his perfect laboratory 
reports should go to his wife. He's with a 
vitamin manufacturing company and, incident-
ally, eats them himself to give him that stamina 
which he so aptly displays. 
F. EDGAR SEARCH 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4; Honors 
Option 2. 
Ed has that unique characteristic that is some-
times called "sticktoitiveness." When Ed starts 
to work on a problem he continues working on 
it until he reaches a satisfactory solution. In 
addition, Ed has the happy faculty of mixing 
humor with his technical work. 
BENJAMIN B. SHALIT 
Civil Engineering. A. S. C. E., 2, 3, President 4; Chess 
and Checker Club 3, 4; Visitors' Day Committee 2. 
Ben is a source of boundless energy. He is al-
ways busy and has his finger in as many pies 
as possible. Whenever a good argument or 
discussion arises you are sure to find Ben in the 
middle of it. With his qualities of leadership, 
Ben should go far as an engineer. 
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GEORGE B. SKIDMORE 
Mechanical; Fencing, Manager 4; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; 
Glee Club, 1, 2; Orchestra, I, Vice-President 2; 
The question of the day is, "Well George, did 
you get that report done yet?" George has 
neglected the time element, and now he is 
working like a "dog" to catch up with the 
class. More power to him, and we all hope he 
makes it. Skidmore's theories were certainly 
unique; perhaps one of them will work, some-
day. 
WILLIAM E. SMITH 
Mechanical; Honors Option, 2; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Just Plain Bill. Everyone always likes to sec 
a man with a little initiative, and here is a 
man that's got "it." He has done quite well 
in school, and has also received his Private 
Pilot's license under the C. A. A.—C. P. T. 
Program. Bill wishes to enter the Naval Air 
Corps after graduation, and he should do very 
well in that branch of our armed forces. 
REYNOLD STEINHOFF 
Electrical Engineering; A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Reynold is interested not only in engineering 
but has a deep appreciation of music and things 
cultural. His serious frame of mind is broken 
only by the lighter classics such as "The Sor-
cerer's Apprentice" by Dukas, or the "Poly-
phase Wattmeter" by Nims. 
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RALPH LOUIS STRUEVER 
Industrial Chemistry. Alpha Kappa Pi 3, 4; A. C. S. 
3, 4; A. I. Ch. E; 1; S; A. M; 3, 4; Student Council, 
Secretary-Treasurer 4; Cheerleader 2, 3, Captain 4; Glee 
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Senior Fall Dance Committee; Visitors' 
Day Committee 1, 2, 3; Nucleus 3, Assistant Literary 
Editor 4; 
Ralph is one of the quiet fellows around school. 
He does as much extracurricular work as any-
one in his class, but few realize it. His phi-
losophy is that you get more work done if you 
just go ahead and do it. After cheerleading 
for the school team for three years Ralph, you 
deserve some cheers from us. 
ROBERT L. SWENSON 
Industrial Chemistry. Alpha Kappa Pi 2, 3, Secretary 
4; A. C. S. 4; Nucleus, Editor 4; Soph Dance Commit-
tee; Junior Prom, Co-Chairman; Senior Ball, Co-Chair-
man; Visitors' Day Committee 2, 3; Honors Option 
3, 4. 
Bob is known to many fellows around school 
for his ability to have a good time at our social 
affairs. Those of us who know him better 
know that there is another, more serious side 
to Bob. His is the type of mind that is con-
tinually searching for the truth and is not con-
tent to accept a statement not based on fact. 
In other words, he thinks. 
THOMAS R. TARANTINO 
Industrial Chemistry; 
Tommy was born in Nutley and at present is 
a chemist in a dye plant. He spent seven 
"happy" years at N. C. E. but wishes he had 
spent them somewhere else. Tommy likes to 
mix chemicals and probably will end up in 
some hospital. 
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JOHN C. TESZAK 
Electrical Engineering. A. I. E. E. 2, 3, 4; Visitors' Day 
Committee 2, 3. 
You had better steer clear of John when he 
has a camera in his hands for he has the knack 
of catching people in odd yet characteristic 
poses. John has all the qualities which should 
make him a good research engineer. 
CHARLES F. TOLAND 
Mechanical. Honor: Option, 3, 4; Class Representative, 
1, 2, 3; Intramural Football 1; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; 
Student Conned 4; Glee Club, Leader 2, 3, President 4; 
Defense Council 4; 
Known as "Charlie" or "Chuck" around school, 
but most of the girls call him "Fran." He 
has been a bit of a noisemaker and general 
devil-raiser around school, but even so he is one 
of the honor men. Last year he got his Pri-
vate Pilot's License under the C.A;A.—C.P.T. 
Program. We guarantee the Naval Air Corps 
will have the time of its life with Charlie. 
EDWARD B. TRIO 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 3, 4; Intramural Basket-
ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2; Chess and Checker Club 2, 3, 
4; Nucleus Staff 4; 
Ed, the "tiger," is a little fellow but don't let 
that fool you. The quantity of work that he 
does would do credit to any full-sized student 
in college. Ed's specialty is report writing and 
he certainly has turned in some masterful jobs. 
Ed is a good sport and a lot of fun to work 
with. We like him and think that his future 
employer will also. 
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FRED L. ULRICH 
Mechanical. Honors Option 3 , 4; A. S. M. E., 3, 4. 
Fred is an excellent example of good physical 
development. He certainly is a marvel at bowl-
ing. His interests, however, are far from being 
purely athletic. He is a good scholar and one 
of the more reliable men in the class. We pre-
dict a successful engineering career for Fred. 
WILLIAM H. VAN DERHOEF 
Industrial Chemistry; Tau Beta Pi 4. 
cheerful, (he's been a cheerleader for the past 
Van owes his splendid record to his stamina 
and perseverance. He confesses that those end-
less hours were not spent in vain for he has 
absorbed all that passed his way. Van is with 
the Du Pont Company and expects to spend 
the rest of his time utilizing the knowledge he 
has accumulated. 
WILSON S. VANSTONE 
Mechanical. A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; S. A. M., 4. 
"Van" came to N. C. E. from Indiana where 
he attended the Univ. He is one of the fel-
lows that can say that he has plans for a happy 
married life very soon after he graduates from 
N. C. E. He spends time between periods hav-
ing that moment of relaxation with a puff or 
two. All of his classmates wishes him the best 
of success with his bride-to-be. 
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MAX WIENER 
Mechanical. Intramural Basketball, 2; A. S. M. E., 2, 
3, 4; 
Max is one of the better known fellows around 
the school. He is good natured man who has 
a very well rounded sense of humor. Upon 
graduation, Max expects to go into business for 
himself, and he ought to do very well. 
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JOEL P. WALLENSTEIN 
Electrical Engineering. Tan Beta Pi 4; Phi Delta Mu 
2, Treasurer 3, President 4; A. I. E; E. 2, 3, 4; Tech-
nician, Advertising Manager 3, Associate Editor 4; Visit-
ors' Day Committee 3; Cap and Gown Committee; 
Senior Banquet Committee; Honors Option 2, 3. 
Joel is one of those students who has managed 
to keep his mind on his studies and has worked 
steadily and conscientiously all during his four 
years at college. Joel's pleasantness and his 
readiness to help others when the occasion de-
mands have made him a valuable asset to the 
class. 
HENRY H. WARDE 
Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S. 4; A. I. Ch. E., 1, 2; 
Cheerleader 2, 4, Captain 3; Glee Club 1, 3, 4; Nucleus 
3; Soph Hop Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Senior 
Ball Committee; Visitors' Day Committee 1, 2, 3; 
Here we have a student of the great Casanova. 
Hank doesn't always bring dates to our basket-
ball games but he seldom sits out any of the 
dances which follow. Hank is energetic and 
hopes some day to be an agronomist. 
FREDERICK C. WELLHOFER 
Mechanical. 
He saved a finger, and saved his name and now 
he is graduating into the great big wide world, 
red hair and all. He could double his noise 
output and still not be noticed while in school, 
but you should see him at the church games, 
and out skating. Here is a man who will mean 
a lot to his home town. 
AMBROSE YUDD 
Electrical Engineering. 
Ambrose displays keen ability with a bowling 
ball as well as with engineering problems; He 
treasures his blond wavy hair because, he ad-
mits, there isn't much left. However, he isn't 
the first engineer who will go far in spite of a 
barren forehead. 
JOHN E. ZASTOCKI 
Industrial Chemistry. A. C. S. 3, 4; 
Irish has changed during his four years ai 
NCE. Formerly a quiet, retiring fellow, hi 
has become a man-about-town, coming to al 
of our social affairs. Perhaps those dancing 
lessons that he took last year had something to 
do with it. We're all for you Irish. Keep up 
the good work. 
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GEORGE F. ZIEGLER 
Industrial Chemistry. J. V. Track 2, 3; Chess and 
Checker Club 3, 4; Honors Option 3. 
If you don't believe that you can "plug" your 
way through college, read George's school life. 
An average student, George worked three 
nights a week, attended most of the school 
events, and in his spare time took up the pilot 
training course. His endeavors have won him 
an Ensign's rating in the Naval Reserve. 
DAVID BLUMGART 
Mechanical; 
"Dave" is very much concerned with the social 
side of engineering, such as, the labor move-
ment and society in general. Besides his read-
ings in these subjects, Dave has many other 
interests, the construction of phonographs and 
bicycle racing, to mention a few. 
JOHN FITZPATRICK 
Mechanical. 
A quiet lad, the only words we hear him say 
in class, from day to day, arc either "here" or 
"present." Fitz's hobby is inventing things. 
We seriously think that John will break into 
print soon with one of his ideas. 
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BETHEL J. HAYCOCK 
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ANDREW KLAUSER 
Industrial Chemistry; 
A native Newarker. Andy is reserved and quiet 
most of the time. He is a stickler for detail 
in the laboratory and will probably end up in 
some line of research. Right now his major 
interest is in the plastic field, where he has 
been doing development work for the past 
several years. 
GEORGE MAYURNIK 
Industrial Chemistry; A. C. S. 3, 4; Chess and Checker 
Club I, 2, 3, 4; Honors Option 3, 4. 
Rated with the best of the checker players in 
the school, George is just as proficient in his 
scholastic work. Working as a time and mo-
tion study man under the famous Glenn Gard-
ner during his summer vacations, he applied 
his ideas at school with amazing results. Every 
noon hour he could be found in the Chess and 
Checker Club doing his homework, playing 
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B. P. EATON 
After eight years of school work at night, "B. 
P." can look forward to graduation with the 
same spirit as a man finding a new freedom. 
No more dragging of a weary body here at 
night after a hard day's work and then trying 
to keep awake for three more hours. B.P. is 
a personable fellow who is inclined to be rather 
deliberate in his actions. 
CHARLES C. ROCK 
Besides keeping up with his school work and 
holding down a job at the Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, Charlie has found time to acquire a 
pilot's license. He has kept himself in good 
physical condition by engaging in swimming, 
gymnastics, skiing, and horseback riding. With 
this rare combination of physical and mental 
fitness Charlie should do well as an Ensign in 
the Naval Reserve. 
JOHN H. HEISS JR. 
Industrial Chemistry. 
Herb started N. T. S. in 1935. After four 
years of school, he decided to get married and 
forget about homework. In his own words, 
"After you get married you can accomplish 
more in the way of school work." Herb works 
as a research chemist for Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, his first and only job so far. After 
he gets his B.S. degree from N. C. E. he hopes 
to continue and some day in the future obtain 
his M.S. degree. 
SAMUEL SPIEGEL 
Industrial Chemistry. 
Sam hails from Newark. He's a great mixer 
and shuffles a foot better than any evening 
engineer. In the evening he mixes chemicals, 
while during the day he mixes paint at the 
Vita Var Corporation. 
LAWRENCE CHARLES 
Mechanical; A; S; M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
"Charlie" was a quiet sort of fellow who usually 
was content to mind his own business. He 
seldom ventured opinions in class unless he 
was urged to do so. However, when he made 
a statement of his opinions, he was prepared 
to stand by and defend them. 
JOHN M. VALLILLO 
Electrical Engineering. 
Val is one of the most natural and best liked 
fellows in the class. Since his recent marriage, 
he is also one of our "sharpest" dressers al-
though he denies that the two are related. His 
marriage seems also to have affected his waist-
line, as is often noticed when bowling is at-
tempted. His worst handicap seems to be his 
name, no instructor ever pronouncing it cor-
rectly the first time. 
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Alma Mater 
* 
All hail to the Scarlet, 
Our voices ring out in fullness 
Ever we're true to the name we up-hold 
And so we sing to the glory 
 
And honor of our Alma Mater 
For N.C.E. we've known so well, 
Our love will never die. 
IN MEMORIAM 
GEORGE A. HERMANN 
It was with great sorrow that we experienced the 
loss of such a brilliant scholar, true gentle- 
man, and friend who has gone on 
before us to receive his 
final reward. 
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HISTORY OF THE  
It was on a cool September morning back in 1938 that the class of "42" made its 
debut in the halls of N.C.E. On that day 205 men and a girl entered the threshold of 
a profession destined to become, in the four short years that followed, one of the key-
stones of our national defense. 
Like all freshmen, the class of "42" was full of enthusiasm, an enthusiasm which 
was only whetted by the blitzkrieg tactics of the sophomore eleven in the traditional 
football game held early in the year. The score was 47-0 in favor of the sophomores. 
In the meantime the class had been organized and Roland Laugel elected President, 
George Fusner, Secretary. Some of the class spent their first Thanksgiving at N.C.E. 
being thankful that they had received no warnings while the remainder were thankful 
that they had seen the mailman first. 
Jack Preston succeeded in organizing the Chess Club and later in having the club 
recognized by the Student Council. The club now represents the school in intercollegiate 
chess tournaments and has played and defeated such teams as Rutgers, Cooper Union 
and Stevens Institute. 
Sports again received the attention of the freshmen with the coming of the basket-
ball season. Here was their chance to put the sophomores in their place. The field of 
battle was Campbell Hall Gym, the score was 22-12. But the sophomores won. 
Undaunted, the freshmen decided that what the college needed was more social life and 
so the Freshman Frolic was inaugurated. The past three years have shown that the 
freshman dance, begun by the class of "42," has really become a tradition at the school. 
The emergence of the freshman class to the state of sophomores was accomplished 
with the usual proportion of casualties. Class elections were held and a constitution was 
drawn up. Upon the ratification of this constitution, a copy of it was placed in the 
library where it has served as a model for the succeeding classes to use. The class officers 
for the year 1939-40 were, Ed Heider, President, Charlie Dingle, Vice-President, Al 
Crosby, Secretary, and Tommy Johnson, Treasurer. 
As sophomores the class defended themselves against the freshmen in a nip-and-tuck 
game in which Charlie Toland ran 57 yards on an intercepted pass. The score, sopho-
mores 6—freshmen 0. Ed Higgins got his start as dance chairman (he followed through 
with the Junior Prom and the Senior Ball) by directing the Soph Hop. This informal 
dance was held in Newark at the Griffith Auditorium. Music was supplied by Johnny 
Dee, his orchestra and his beautiful vocalist, Margie Stewart. Still in a musical vein, Bill 
Long composed N.C.E.'s Fight Song and later, the Alma Mater with words by Charlie 
Toland. 
A slightly smaller class made its appearance as juniors in 1940. Tommy Johnson 
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CLASS OF 1942  
held the President's gavel for the year assisted by Ed Heider as Vice-President, Charlie 
Dingle, Treasurer, and Chris Loeser, Secretary. It wasn't long before the first draft 
call was announced and students began wondering whether their next year would be 
spent at Fort Dix or N.C.E. However, Uncle Sam decided that he had other plans for 
the soon-to-be engineers and so the class went on its merry way. More serious now 
than in their first two years, the juniors still had enough of the old spirit left to get 
the freshmen together at a smoker and get them started on the right path through 
N.C.E. One of the most memorable events of the year was the Junior Prom, a dance 
resplendent with beautiful young women escorted by their handsome escorts. It was 
held at the Hotel Elizabeth-Carteret and music was furnished by Karl Hagen's orches-
tra. The job of running the dance was placed in the hands of Ed Higgins and Bob 
Swenson who, I might add, did a fine job. 
The Navy paid a visit to the school and spoke to a highly interested class of the 
advantages of joining the Naval Reserve. Many juniors signed up and then found that 
they weren't the "perfect specimens" they thought they were. About ten juniors were 
accepted. 
September of 1941 found the class of "42" returning in the long awaited role of 
seniors. Ernie Fischer and Roland Laugel ran the highly successful Senior Fall Dance 
at the Yountakah Country Club, a spot which seems to have become the traditional 
home of the senior's informal levee. 
Then came the work. The groans of the chemicals, particularly, can still be heard 
above the tumult as they strove to dig themselves out of a seemingly endless avalanche 
of reports. Aside from their professional work the seniors found themselves engaged in 
the work of the Student Council, the management of the Athletic Association, the 
fraternities and clubs of the school and the Senior Year Book. All in all it was a busy 
year. The Senior Ball held at The Knoll proved to be a welcome respite from the steady 
grind of school work. 
In their last and most important year the seniors were led by their President Al 
Crosby who, as Chief Engineer of the Trunnion, had the honor of announcing that the 
Society of the Trunnion had been accepted as a chapter of Tau Beta Pi, the national 
honorary engineering society. The other officers for the year were, Vincent Bonadies, 
Chris Loeser, and Charles Dingle. 
With their four years of engineering training and their many and varied extra-
curricular experiences, the seniors are ready and capable to take their part in the defense 
of this, their country. They leave N.C.E. with a fervent hope, the hope that they may 




CLASS OF 1943 
The Class of 1943 has progressed three-quarters of the way to the goal 
which the Seniors have just attained. We feel that in this time we have 
advanced not only scholastically, but also in those experiences which point 
toward maturity. This past fall we returned to N.C.E. with what was to 
most of us, our first industrial experience. We like to believe that the college 
has given us a great deal more than just technical knowledge. To the college 
we have contributed several social successes and active participation and 
leadership in extracurriculars. At the start of this year, the Freshman-Junior 
Smoker was presented which was the best attended in the history of the 
college. The success of the Junior Prom was due to the careful planning 
of Bob Meskill, Bill Lynch, George Rerauer, Kennedy Savage, and Don 
Kieran, and the melodies of Budd-Laird amid the setting of the Rock Spring 
Country Club. 
This year we have had a more efficient class organization than ever, 
which is due in no small part to our President's active leadership. 
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CLASS OF 1944 
The class of 1944 entered its second scholastic year at N.C.E. with a 
renewed vigor and a determination to maintain the high standards that had 
been set during the year 40 and 41. Under the leadership of Rufo Sanchez, 
for the second successive year, and with Paul Chaplitsky, Bob Whinery, and 
Howard Boswell serving as vice-president, secretary, and treasurer respectively, 
the goal was not only achieved but surpassed. 
The various athletic teams bore proof that the balance of power in 
that field still remains with the class of '44, while socially speaking, the Soph 
Hop was considered by the entire student body as the best in the history 
of our alma mater. 
The only note of sadness was injected by the members of the original 
class who were conspicuous by their absence when classes were resumed in 
the fall. A majority of those absent were unable to return because they had 
assumed posts essential to the defense of the life, liberty, and happiness of 
our nation. To those who have gone and to those who will go, we pledge 
our undying support and everlasting gratitude. 
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CLASS OF 1945 
The class of 1945, this year known as The Freshman Class, started its first year 
of activity by electing the following officers: President—Bill Wyrough, Vice-President—
Jack Young, Treasurer—Jack Weber, and Secretary—Lone Windbuehl. 
The traditional football game with those arch foes, The Sophomores, was played 
early in the Fall, but strange as it may seem, neither team scored. As darkness fell, the 
weary teams went their way, each determined to win the next time. The time of the 
second attempt was the day before Thanksgiving vacation, but again, no score. We can 
say this, though, "We may not have won, but we didn't lose either!" 
Climaxing our social season, was the now traditional Freshman Dance, which was 
held on March 28 in the Gym. Incidentally, this class of 1945 has the honor, or should 
we say the distinction, of having not one, but two co-eds among them. 
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THE TECHNICIAN  
In his busy and well-filled routine at the 
Newark College of Engineering, the student 
has little time to stop and see what the man 
next to him looks like. We, the staff of 
the TECHNICIAN, like to feel that it is 
our duty to act as the social "go-between" 
for these all-too-busy men by means of the 
paper. Every attempt is directed toward 
making the news articles as full of personal 
interest as possible, with all the emphasis 
placed on the activities and achievements of 
members of the student body. Such depart-
ments as "Who's Who at N.C.E." and in-
timate "Sports Comments" are our efforts 
to acquaint the students with men active 
about the campus in various phases of extra-
curricular activities. If we succeed in 
making a man feel even one whit more 
than he did before, then we have achieved 
our purpose. 
THE TECHNICIAN  
Editor-in-Chief 
	
Nat S. Kaufman 
Sports Editor V. Herterick 
Exchange Editor L. Windbuehl 
Poetry Editor  A. Kruger 
Business Manager 	 N Lawrence 
Special Features W. Kuzmin 
Circulation Manager 	 L. Reisberg 
Faculty Adviser  C. J. Kiernan 
Reporters 
R. Hammond, M. Spialter, M. Sapir, S. Lenox, 
M. Haseltine 
THE TECHNICIAN is sponsored by the Student Council 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
President 	 James Ellor 




The governing body of the undergraduate students, the Student Council, is composed 
of representatives of the classes, Athletic Association, professional societies, fraternities, 
college publications, and approved clubs; 
Some of the duties of the Student Council are, the organization of the Freshman 
Class, the financing and selling of all pennants, seals and stationery, the sponsoring of 
the Technician, and, in general, as a liason between the students and the faculty. 
This year the Student Council took an active part in promoting the Victory Forums 
which were held at the College. At these forums many of the questions in regard to 
the engineering student's place in our war economy were answered. Another of this 
year's projects was the appointment of a committee to make a study of the student 
morale at the College. 
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This year has proved to be a most successful year for the Newark College of Engi-
neering Glee Club. Because of the lack of programs given before the entire school, the 
Glee Club has been virtually unknown to the Freshman classes. With the coming of 
the defense forums, however, the Glee Club has shown that it has the ability to put on 
a good show. Several appearances at other colleges are scheduled for the Glee Club, 
the quartet, and the mixed quartet. 
Much attention has been focused on the Glee Club this year because of the addition 
of two of N.C.E.'s "co-eds." Both of the young ladies have had musical training and 
have proved to be an asset to the Glee Club. 
Most of the credit for the success of the Glee Club should be given to its able 
adviser, Prof. James H. Fithian. His interest in the organization has been so great that 
he has written several songs especially for the Glee Club, and done all of the toilsome 
work in arranging our songs, and accompanying the Club on the piano. 
President 
	
Charles F. Toland 
Vice-President 	  George R; Fusner 
Secretary-Treasurer William. C; Long 
Faculty Adviser 	 Prof; James H; Fithian 
GLEE CLUB  
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TAU BETA PI 
NEW JERSEY GAMMA CHAPTER 
President 	Alfred R. Crosby 
Vice-President 
	
Roland Louis Laugel 
Recording Secretary 	 Frank Hart 
Corresponding Secretary 	Martin Lipton 
Treasurer 	 Joseph Siciliano di Rende 
Advisers ; 	; Prof; William Hazell, Prof; Albert Nims, Prof; Robert Van Houten, Mr. Oliver Sizelove 
The Tau Beta Pi Association was founded in 1885 at Lehigh University by Professor 
Edward Higginson Williams, Jr., who resolved to furnish the students in technical courses 
with a society that would recognize them and honor them as Phi Beta Kappa did for 
other students. As time progressed and the society grew, the organization became a 
national honorary fraternity. There are over 70 chapters throughout the finest engineer-
ing colleges in this country, each year honoring men who have made outstanding achieve-
ments not only scholastically, but maintained a high standard of personality, character, 
and leadership. 
The New Jersey Gamma Chapter was granted its charter and duly was installed 
this year, thus ending the life of its preceding organization in this college. The Society 
of the Trunnion. This recognition by the foremost and most respected honorary engi-
neering society marks a step forward in the history of the Newark College of Engineering. 
Activities of the chapter are the annual smoker, two installation banquets, dinner meet-
ings, and freshman tutoring. Prizes are also awarded to the highest ranking senior at 
graduation by the society. 
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Probably the biggest social event of the 
school year was the installation and 
banquet held on November 29. This 
function was held in the Starlight Terrace 
of the Essex House in Newark, and was 
attended by well over 200 persons. The 
speakers were: Presiding, Alfred R. Cros-
by ('42) ; Toastmaster, William Hazell, 
Jr. ('30) ; President Tau Beta Pi Asso-
ciation, Charles H. Spencer; Secretary 
Treasurer Tau Beta Pi Association, R. 
C. Matthews; President Tau Beta Pi 
Alumni Association of N. Y., H. J. Mas-
son; President Newark College Engineer-
ing, Allan R. Cullimore, and State Direc-
tor of Higher Education, Robert H. 
Morrison. The installation of the New 
Jersey Gamma Chapter was the largest 
installation ever held by Tau Beta Pi. 
Over 170 men took the oath at the cere-
mony. 
The petition for the granting of a 
charter was submitted to the association 
for approval last year. It was accepted 
and the question of whether or not to 
grant the charter was raised at the con- 
vention of Tau Beta Pi in Philadelphia on 
October 2, 1941; President Alfred 
Crosby and Adviser William Hazell rep- 
resented the Trunnion Society at that 
convention, and the decision was favor-
able. 
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RADIO CLUB 
The Newark College of Engineering Radio Club is an organization whose purpose 
it is to promote an interest in amateur radio activities, and to maintain a spirit of 
fraternalism among-the radio-minded students. 
During the past few years, communication activities of the club, which is licensed 
by the government under the call letters W2JPK, have been extended to both telephone 
and telegraph transmissions on the 20, 40, and 160 meter amateur operating bands. 
Last year four of the members experimented with "Radio Facsimile Reception." 
To aid in the advancement of a most worthwhile hobby, amateur radio, the non-
licensed members are provided with adequate instructions in telegraphy and radio theory 
to prepare them for the government examinations. 
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CHESS AND CHECKER CLUB 
Founder and President Emeritus 	 John Preston 
President-Manager 	 Carl Napiorski 
Vice-Presidents  	 Richard Hemmendinger, Irwin Kirstein 
Secretary 	 Lawrence Michak 
Faculty Adviser 	  Professor Davis 
Four years ago, the Chess and Checker Club had its beginnings in the Commons, 
where every lunch hour, chess players and kibitzers gaily garbled away the time between 
bites of food and heavy cogitation. However, the kibitzers, dorbitzers, and tsitzers, with 
the chess enthusiast as their medium, found the noisy furor of the Commons too much 
competition for their gentle plaudits and appropriated the Engineering Drawing room, 
with the permission of Professor Davis, for their pungent quips. 
Within the quiet dignity of the drawing room, informal as well as tournament 
matches are contested by opponents. The five-man chess team is composed of those 
members who reached the final rounds of the tournament. In order to facilitate match 
games with other colleges, a league was formed consisting of Stevens, Saint Peters, 
Rutgers, Cooper Union, Drew, and the Newark College of Engineering. An annual 
feature is a ten-board match with the army academy, West Point. 
For the first time last year, the silver chess "N" was awarded to those team mem-
bers with two years of intercollegiate experience and who also won fifty percent of their 
matches. This award is the equivalent of four activity points, since the club is recog-
nized and supported by the Student Council. 
Most of the checker players are exhausted chess players who indulge in the pastime 
of draughts in order to relax from the arduous mental efforts called for by the game of 
chess. 




WILLIAM O. LYNCH 
ROBERT E. MESKILL 
Co-Chairmen 
DONALD R. KEIRAN 
GEORGE P. REHRAUER 
KENNEDY SAVAGE 
















This year, for the first time in the history of N.C.E., the cheerleading squad is coed. 
Out of a large group of candidates, three undergraduates, Peggy Hazeltine, Dick Davis 
and Bob Lindahl, were chosen to assist the returning veterans, Captain Ralph Struever, 
George Fusner, and Hank Warde. 
From the efforts of these six came much of the encouragement and acclaim which 
helped our basketball team, not only when they were winning, but also when they were 
on the underside of the score. Through their example, many an N.C.E. rooter discovered 
his vocal prowess for the first time. 
This year's cheerleaders have done a fine job of adding color and spirit to our games. 
We hope that next year's squad will continue the good work. 
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Societies 
American Chemical Society 
President 	 Roland Laugel 
Vice-President 	 John Idenden 
Secretary 	 John R. Schneider 
Treasurer 	 William Jensen 
Faculty Adviser 	Professor Kohler 
The activities of the new student branch of the American Chemi-
cal Society, formerly associated with the American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers, have been curtailed due to the outbreak of hostilities. 
However, the Society has held several meetings during the year. Visits 
to nearby chemical industries have not been encouraged because of 
the closely guarded defense plans. 
The aims of the society are to acquaint the students with new 
processes and techniques and with the various methods of industrial 
chemical manufacturing. This is brought about through the media 
of lectures and motion pictures which are presented by men in the 
different branches of the industry. 
Membership in the Society is open to all except freshmen. Mem-
bers derive benefits from the Society in that they are entitled to reduced 
rates on the periodicals published by the parent society, and are allowed 
to attend local meetings of the American Chemical Society. 
The Society has had very interesting speakers on important subjects 
such as "Corrosion," "Rubber," and "Explosives." 
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American Society of Civil Engineers 
President 	 Ben B. Shalit 
Vice-President 	  Walter Sura 
Chairman of Program Committee 	 David Donald 
Treasurer 	 Paul Oberleitner 
Secretary 	 William Lynch 
Faculty Adviser 	 Prof. W. S. LaLonde, Jr. 
Assistant Faculty Adviser 	 Mr. Daniel C. Frost 
The Newark College of Engineering Student Chapter of the 
American Society of Civil Engineers holds monthly meetings at the 
College and an annual outdoor meeting. The Chapter aims to enlarge 
the professional contacts of its members and to supplement their cur-
ricula with current civil engineering topics. For these reasons, meetings 
of the Chapter are devoted largely to lectures, often augmented with 
motion pictures and slides, by prominent members of the profession. 
President Allan R. Cullimore of the Newark College of Engineer-
ing spoke at the first meeting of the school year on "Civil Defense 
Training." At another meeting Mr. D. B. Steinman, one of the fore-
most consulting engineers in the country, spoke on "Bridges and Aero-
dynamics," in which he explained the failure of the Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge. 
Membership in the Chapter is open to all students in the Civil 
Engineering Department. The meetings undoubtedly enlarge the pro-
fessional, civil, and social lives of the members. 
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American Institute of Electrical Engineers  
The student branch of the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers was organized in the fall of 1926. This organization grew 
out of the Electrical Society of the Newark College of Engineering 
that was organized the previous year. 
The object of the local branch is to broaden the scope of the 
potential Electrical Engineers in fields that are outside the range of 
classroom work. The meetings are patterned after those of the parent 
society. Lectures, many of which are illustrated by pictures or equip-
ment of the latest designs, are given by representatives of different 
concerns. Intensely interesting and instructive discussions often follow 
these lectures. The student members are encouraged to write technical 
papers for presentation at the meetings. 
The student convention, which includes all of the college branches 
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in the metropolitan 
area, is the big outside event of the year. A senior from each college 
presents a paper or thesis, the winner receiving a prize. 
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
The A.S.M.E. is the college's largest professional society and has 
an extensive program. This program includes monthly meetings, par-
ticipation in the parent-society convention, field trips, and the writing 
and presentation of various papers. The meetings this year have been 
planned with the idea in mind that they should give the members an 
outlook into the various branches of Mechanical Engineering. The 
meetings have covered such topics as marine engineering, lubrication, 
aeronautical engineering, the finishing of metals, etc. This year greater 
participation in writing papers for the various cash awards is being 
urged. The society offers a large return to any student who invests 
his time in its activities. 
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Society for the Advancement of Management 
The Society for the Advancement of Management is a comparatively young organ-
ization, both nationally and at the college. It emphasizes the "men" in the definition of 
engineering as "the handling of men, money, and materials." The aims of the Society 
are: to forward the elimination of waste through the application of scientific principles 
and methods to management; to bring about a better understanding of the mutual 
interests of all those concerned in modern production by improved management; to 
instill in labor, management, and employer a strict adherence to their social responsibility; 
and to provide means whereby all those concerned in management that is, engineers, 
executives, public officials, etc., may promote these aims. 
The Student Branch enjoys an active program which includes meetings at the 
college at which men from industry who are actively engaged in management and pro-
duction speak, meetings with the parent Society at the Hotel Douglas, and the annual 
Convention. This year's activities also included inspection trips to the White Laboratories 
and Bristol-Myers. Something new was the weekly presentation of motion pictures of 
interest to engineers. These have undoubtedly been of great value in giving the students 
an enlarged idea of what the engineers opportunities in scientific management are. 
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Fratentities 
ALPHA KAPPA PI 
President 	 Thomas W. Johnson 
Vice-President 	 William Balentine 
Secretary 	 Robert Swenson 
Treasurer Ward Houck 
Chaplain 	 Edward Heider 
Sentinel Charles Ferris 
Historian 	 James V. Ellor 
House Manager 	 Ernest A. Fischer 
Alpha Kappa Pi fraternity made its initial bow almost twenty years ago, and was 
known at that time as the Phi Delta Zeta Fraternity. For five years it remained a local 
organization and then on March 23, 1926, a committee composed of members of the 
Alpha Kappa Pi Fraternity of Wagner College and Phi Delta Zeta decided to organize 
their own national fraternity. This move came as a direct result of a suggestion made 
by our Fraternity Adviser, Dr. Albert H. Wilson, who directed the plans of organization. 
Organizing a national fraternity from two comparatively small local fraternities was 
no little job, but those men had initiative and spirit, and successfully formed the founda-
tion of a great organization. 
By the fall of 1926, two chapters in the metropolitan area, Gamma, Stevens Institute 
of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey, and Delta, Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, 
Brooklyn, New York, were added and a strong nucleus was formed, about which the 
fraternity expanded to all parts of the eastern states. At present there are thirty-four 
active chapters and nine alumni chapters extending into the middle-west. 
Alpha chapter has flourished from the very beginning and today is one of the force-
ful, as well as one of the useful fraternal units, at this college. A very excellent chapter 
house is the center of fraternity activities, and some three hundred Newark College of 
Engineering men pay homage to this chapter and the Alpha Kappa Pi Fraternity. 
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SIGMA PI FRATERNITY 
ALPHA MU CHAPTER 
Sage 	  Theodore C. Scarlett 
First Counselor 	 William C. Long 
Second Counselor Robert H. Giffen 
Third Counselor 	 Chris E. Loeser 
Fourth Counselor John C. Alpaugh 
Herald 	  George E. Akers 
Faculty Adviser 	 Prof William Hazell 
This national fraternity is the direct descendant of Beta Alpha Theta, the first 
fraternity to appear at the college. Its aims are to aid the engineering student in cultiva-
ting a knowledge of the social aspects of life as well as the technical ones. 
Aside from the many parties held at the chapter house throughout the year, the 
social program started off as it has for many years, with the 18th annual Orchid Ball 
at the Echo Lake Country Club. This dance, the first formal affair of the school year, 
was held on the traditional date of Thanksgiving Eve. The other more important dates 
on the social calendar include the Founder's Day Banquet, Dad's Night, and the annual 
Spring Dance. 
In addition to its active social program, however, the chapter offers maximum 
incentive to study and has won the Fraternity Scholarship Award fairly consistently in 
the past years. 
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DELTA SIGMA ZETA 
Most fraternal organizations seek to improve their policies and strive to achieve 
more noteworthy attainment with each passing year. 
It is proudly acknowledged by the brotherhood of Delta Sigma Zeta that the well-
defined policy, set forth by the present active group, has been industriously and success-
fully maintained throughout the past year. The accomplishments of the fraternity year, 
1941-1942, reflect the interest and cooperation of the guiding officers, the active mem-
bers, and the alumni brothers. 
The fraternity policy of the year has for its main objectives: (1) to provide the 
means whereby the graduates and undergraduates of Delta Sigma Zeta may obtain useful 
and interesting knowledge, (2) to develop the social technique of the brother, and (3) 
to provide a source of entertainment and enjoyment for all. 
Noteworthy among the accomplishments of Delta Sigma Zeta for the year are: 
the establishment of the fraternity "sinking fund," and the introduction of the fraternity 
newspaper. In brief, the purposes of the sinking fund are: (1) to set aside a certain 
percentage of the yearly income of the fraternity so as to insure future financial stability, 
and (2) to provide a judicial check over the major fraternal expenditures. 
The social high-light of the year was the fraternity Dinner Dance held at the 
"Brook" in Summit, New Jersey, on the evening of January 9th, 1942. The affair was 
highly successful and served as an enjoyable conclusion to the holiday season. 
President 	 Joseph S. di Rende 
Vice-President 	 Nicholas Civitillo 
Recording Secretary 	  Anthony Anconetani 





PHI DELTA MU  
The Phi Delta Mu Fraternity was founded twenty years ago at New York Univer-
sity. The Kappa Chapter was organized at the College in 1922, and since then has played 
an active part in campus life. At the present time there are about thirty-five under-
graduate members who are taking part in fraternity activities. The fraternity house at 
27 Orleans Street serves as a gathering place for the undergraduate members and alumni 
alike. The fraternity is a member of the Inter-fraternity Council, and sponsors the 
athletic award given by that organization. 
The recognition pin of the fraternity is a small gold emblem depicting two pillars 
supporting a cross bar upon which is placed seven dots. There is an archway between 
these pillars, and the entire structure rests upon a heavy gold bar. The official badge of 
the fraternity is in the form of a diamond. The four corners of the diamond are set 
with small rubies, and the entire periphery is set with small pearls. The body of the 
pin is a black onyx diamond upon which the letters Φ∆M are inscribed in gold. The 
guard of the fraternity pin bears the letter "K" signifying the Kappa Chapter. 
President 	 Joel P. Wallenstein 
Vice-President 	 Jerry Shur 
Treasurer 	 Morris Zipkin 
Secretary 	Bernard Litwack 
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL  
The Interfraternity Council, which is composed of two representatives from each 
of the five Greek letter fraternities on the campus was created in order to handle affairs 
concerning all fraternities, to arrange the time of rushing and pledging, and to draw up 
the social program for the member organizations. 
Interfraternity sports have been the main endeavor of the Council. These sports 
are open to all fraternity men. The sports schedule, in the past, has included basketball, 
ping-pong, bowling, soft-ball, and track. A trophy is awarded to the fraternity taking 
first place in these activities. Alpha Kappa Pi has been awarded this trophy for the 
last six consecutive years. In the past few years, the competition has been growing 
keener with Phi Sigma Omega and Phi Delta Mu offering strong opposition. 








Secretary 	 Joseph Leary 
Treasurer Ernest Fischer  
Student organized and supported, the Athletic Association is one of the largest 
organizations in the school. The main endeavor of the Association is to raise and appro-
priate the student contributions in such a manner as to bring the greatest possible 
return to the contributor in the form of extracurricular activities. 
In spite of the war-accelerated scholastic program, the Association successfully 
directed the customary schedule of activities. In the fall an active campaign raised 
the necessary funds for the year by student membership fees. At the first meeting 
these funds were budgeted among the four varsity teams—tennis, track, basketball and 
fencing. The interclass sports program consisted of the Freshman-Sophomore football, 
basketball, and baseball games. Under the management of Paul Johnson an extensive 
intramural sports program was completed. 
The great increase in student membership over that of the previous year was of 
great encouragement to those members of the faculty who give their time unselfishly 
as coaches and advisers. It is hopefully expected that in the future as in the past this 
support will increase from year to year. 
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VARSITY BASKETBALL  
Jim Ellor 	 Al Noriega 
Bob Whinery 	 Herb Levine 




Paul Johnson 	 Adam Kirchuk 
Manager 	 Ernie Fisher 
Coach 	 Mr. Bauder 
Athletic Director 	 Prof. Entwisle 
This season Coach Bauder "got a break" for a change. The class 
of 1945 offered at least three noteworthy candidates in the persons of 
Herb Levine, Otto Meerbott, and Al Noriega. With Jim Ellor as 
Captain, Bob Whinery, Joe Leary, and Pete Adams to rely upon from 
last season, the squad looked forward to a successful year. 
Altogether the results have been encouraging. Of the four 
games lost to date, three were lost only in the last few moments of 
play. To balance this, Rutgers Pharmacy with a surprisingly powerful 
squad was defeated by two points just a few seconds before the final 
gun sounded. Another thrilling contest was the one with Newark 
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University. In this game the score changed 
hands many times in the last five minutes with 
Freshman Meerbott tossing in a long one-handed 
shot just five seconds before the end. This game 
was won by only one point (53-52). 
After defeating Newark Teachers and 
Newark University, the squad travelled out to 
Madison only to be beaten by Drew to the tune 
of 40-35. A last period rally brought the Engi-
neers close to victory but two good shots by 
Drew just before the gun sounded clinched the 
game. 
This defeat must have instilled a new spirit 
into the boys for they set a supposedly powerful 
Cooper Union squad on its heels. On February 
7th, Herb Levine "went to town" at the ex-
pense of the Cooper Union team by scoring 23 
points to help N.C.E. record one of its highest 
scoring victories, to the tune of 64-55. 
Maintaining its high-scoring characteristics, 
the team went to East Orange to defeat an 
Upsala team by the overwhelming score of 
62-27. 
At last the return contest with Drew arrived. 
This time the tables were decidedly turned. 
The Engineers showed their definite superiority 
by coming out on top with 20 points to spare. 
The final score read 49 to 29. 
With only one game left to play, the basket-
ball team need not worry about their average 
because to date they have won 6 games and lost 
only 4. Bob Whinery again is the scoring sen-
sation of the year, averaging more than 14 
points per game. Pete Adams has shown re-
markable improvement this season as a defensive 
mainstay and as a long-shot artist. Another 
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steadily improving player this year is Freshman 
Noriega. To him goes the honor of turning 
several of the last games from defeat to victory 
by breaking up the opposing offense. The fact 
that he also manages to throw in a few hookers 
also helps bring victory for the Engineers. 
When graduation comes, the squad will lose 
but one man, one of the mainstays for four 
years, Jim Ellor, who has offered his services 
to the Navy as an Ensign. If all the rest of the 
boys come back, Coach Bauder will have much 
to work with next season. 
N.C.E. Opp. 
Dec. 	6—Rutgers Pharmacy—H 39 37 
Dec. 13—Panzer College—A 	 26 46 
Dec. 20—Brooklyn Poly—A 35 41 
Jan. 10—Newark State Teachers—A 44 31 
Jan. 17—Newark University—H 53 52 
Jan. 31—Drew University—A 	 35 40 
Feb. 	7—Cooper Union—H 	 64 55 
Feb. 14—Upsala—A 	  62 27 
Feb. 21—Drew University—H 	 49 29 
Feb. 28—Mntclr State Teachers—A 
Mar. 	7—John Marshall—H 	 
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JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL 
JACK CROSS BILL SWEENY 
JOE TARRANTA CARL CARLSON 
BOB KASTNER BOB FELD 
MITSUO YAMAGUCKI JIM PASQUALE 
BOB HEIDER OWENS 
Manager—DON PETERSON 
TRACK 
It was rather doubtful a few years ago whether or not it would be possible to have 
a track team, but now under the fine coaching of Mr. Tully, track has become one of 
the major sports at the Newark College of Engineering. Each spring, when the thoughts 
of most men turn elsewhere, some twenty-five future engineers get the urge to chase 
each other around a track. A glance at their record will show that their efforts were 
not in vain. 
In 1940, N.C.E. lost to St. Peters, beat Cooper Union, and won the North Jersey 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference meet, made up of Panzer, Newark University, John 
Marshall, Upsala, and Newark College of Engineering. 
In 1941, the track team made a clean sweep of its meets by trouncing St. Peters, 
Panzer, and Cooper Union, and finishing off with top honors in the N.J.I.A. Conference. 
Bill Hoffman led in the shot and discus along with Ziegler, Grace and Ellor; while 
Sanchez and Haldeman threw the javelin. Thul, Meyers, and Hoffman took care of the 
high and broad jumps. State champ, Ivar Akerblom and Taulos did the pole vaulting. 
Manhard and Hemmendinger ran the mile and two mile entries; Captain Dotter, 
Kaelberer, and Michels the half mile; Captain Dotter Kaelberer, Ziegler, Preston, Haldeman, 
and Vanderheyden the quarter mile; and Hessey, Willey, Davis, McDonough, and Preston 
the sprints. The hurdles were handled by Hessey and Schneider. 
The team is looking forward to a very successful season with only three members 
being lost through graduation. They hope that this loss will be more than remedied by 
the full support of the incoming new material. 
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TABLE TENNIS 
The Table Tennis Club is one of the youngest athletic activities in the school, with 
its origin in February, 1938. During the four years since its inception the club has 
participated in a long line of intercollegiate and interscholastic tournaments. The latter 
is an annual event, the purpose of which is to select the team which is to participate in 
the coming intercollegiate events. The 1942 eliminations have recently been terminated 
and efforts are now being made to plan matches for the new team. This team has done 
so well in the past that the athletic association now considers table tennis a varsity sport. 
In the past, the Newark College of Engineering Table Tennis Team has been 
matched against the teams of Rutgers Pharmacy, Rutgers University, Newark University, 
Seton Hall, Paterson State Teachers, and Newark State Teachers College. The team has 
already gained recognition as the Newark Intercollegiate Champions, and the North 
Jersey Intercollegiate Champions. 
The team in the order of their tournament standings is as follows: Allan Alexovits, 
Joseph Siciliano, Harold Schnackel, Edward Sand, and Eugene Turnbull. This team 




Down through the years, since our coach, Norman Wyckoff, established a team 
at the Newark College of Engineering, the fencing team has lived up to and has been 
proud of its motto, "They don't fence, they fight." In the last five years, veteran teams 
have established a record of 31 victories in 36 matches against such formidable rivals as 
Fordham, Lafayette, Lehigh, Temple, Drew, and many others. 
This year's team, lacking veteran skill, is attempting to maintain the now sacred 
traditions of invulnerability with courageous spirit. So far, this fighting team has been 
defeated in its first two matches against Hudson College and Newark State Teachers 
College by extremely close scores, but each match is supplying the necessary experience 
to the new members of the team. These men are coached and led by their veteran captain, 
A. John Geraci. 
The team includes: A. John Geraci, R. Sanchez, L. Nucci, R. Bauta, and W. 
Wyrough. 
Other teams scheduled to meet the Newark College of Engineers Fencing Team are: 
Panzer, Drew, Brooklyn College, Cooper Union, Temple, Wagner, and Philadelphia 
College. 
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TENNIS TEAM 
Last season, contrary to its usually good performance, the Tennis Team won three 
out of six matches, and was rained out of one. The team defeated Montclair State 
Teachers College, Wagner College, and Rutgers College; lost to Sewn Hall, Drew, Upsala, 
and was rained out with Webb Institute. 
This year, three letter men, co-captains J. S. di Rende and Harold Schnackel, and 
Pete Jermak returned to form the mainstay of the team. There seem to be some likely 
prospects among the new freshmen, but only time will tell. 
The team, weak in the doubles at the start of the season, gradually strengthened 
through the expert coaching of Dr. Giesy and Mr. Jordan. The resulting doubles com-
binations competing successfully were: Siciliano-Schnackel, Hiley-Girard, and Jermak-
Scriff. 
Practice usually starts during the spring vacation, and it is during this period that 
coaches Jordan and Giesy choose new men and arrange the line-up for the coming 
matches. Among the teams already on the schedule for the coming year are: Drew, 
Seton Hall, Wagner, Montclair State Teachers, Upsala, and Webb Institute. 
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Advertisements 
FOR ninety years Singer Sewing Machines have been standard the 
world over. Singer service has brought 
everywhere a guarantee of conven-
ience and satisfaction in their use. 
Singer is more than a manufacturer 
of fine sewing machines, equipment 
and supplies. It is a world-world or-
ganization of service to women who 
sew and to factories which have 
stitching operations to perform. 
Every one of its 10,000 Shops, scat-
tered throughout the five continents, 
is a local sewing headquarters for 
the women of that community. And 
in all principal cities are located 
branches of the Manufacturing Trades 
Department, for service to the manu-
facturers of the myriad industries in 
which sewing equipment is used. 




NO. 3 HOBBER 
GEAR SPECIALISTS 
Newark Gear Cutting Machine Co. 
69 PROSPECT STREET 	 NEWARK, N. J. 
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Foremost engineers, architects and constructors have selected Hajoca Engineering Supplies 
and Plumbing and Heating Products when the ultimate in quality and durability has been 
sought. 
HAJOCA solicits opportunity to serve you with such distinguished cooperation and 
merchandise as have characterized its service since 1858. 
HAJOCA CORPORATION 
326 Frelinghuysen Avenue 	 Newark, New Jersey 
29 Centers Serving The Atlantic Seaboard 
Compliments of 
JUNIUS C. BUSH 
With 
FULLER BRUSH CO. 
Compliments of 
Giuliano's Drug Store 
and Luncheonette 
Corner Summit and Warren Streets 
Compliments of 
DIEHL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Electrical Division of 
THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
• 
Manufacturers of 
MOTORS -  GENERATORS - FANS  
Throughout 84 Years The Mark of Real Service 
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FOR THE NEW COLOR 
...YOU'RE LUCKY YOU OWN A WESTON 
Load your camera, and shoot with the same assurance as 
though you were using black and white. For despite the nar-
rower working latitude of color, the dependable accuracy built 
into your WESTON Exposure Meter will enable you to take full 
advantage of this new color opportunity ... assuring you 
faithful color prints each and every shot. 
WESTON Exposure Meters are sold through leading photo 
dealers everywhere. Literature gladly sent on request. Weston 
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 649 Frelinghuysen Avenue, 
Newark, New J ersey. 
WESTON 
Exposure Meter  
Edgar P. Harrison Coal Co. 
91 E. Peddie St., Newark — Bi 3 -0136 
Compliments of 
CRANE & MILLIGAN 
HARDWARD AND MILL SUPPLIES 
54-56 Edison Place 	 Newark, N. J. 
STOVE NUT - $12.95 INSIST ON TROY COKE 
Put In Bin 	 SEALS IN EVERY TON 
TROY COKE 
THE WORLD'S BEST 
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Compliments of the 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
OF 
THE NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
COMPLIMENTS OF THE STUDENT CHAPTERS 
OF THE TECHNICAL SOCIETIES AT 
THE NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
American Society of Chemical Engineers 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
The Society for the Advancement of Management 
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No transaction in our studio is 
considered complete unless the 
customer is satisfied. 
". . . and as a member of the class of 
1962, I, too will want a good photo-
graph for the Nucleus. I'll go to 
• OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER 
	
KRESGE'S 





EVENING ENGINEERING COURSES 
OF 
THE NEWARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
Administered with the College of Engineering by the 
Board of Trustees of Schools for 
Industrial Education of Newark, New Jersey 
CHEMICAL, CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, 
AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSES 
For information apply to the Registrar 
NEWARK TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
367 HIGH STREET 	 NEWARK, N. J. 
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ALPHA KAPPA PI 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
• 
PHI SIGMA OMEGA 
BETA CHAPTER 
• 
DELTA SIGMA ZETA 
• 
SIGMA PI 
ALPHA MU CHAPTER 
• 
PHI DELTA MU 
KAPPA CHAPTER 
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LOREN MURCHINSON AND CO. 
JEWELERS AND STATIONERS 
• 
40 CLINTON STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.  
♦ 
Official Jewelers for the 
Class of 1942 
♦ 
REPRESENTED BY JOHN KILBORNE 
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Compliments of the 
CLASS OF 1943 
of 
THE NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Compliments of the 
CLASS OF 1944 
of 
THE NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
McCarthy & Simon, Inc. 
MANUFACTURING SPECIALISTS 
7-9 West 36th Street, New York 




CAPS, GOWNS, HOODS 
For All Degrees 




High Street and Summit Place 
Newark, N. J. 
Go to Rothrock Tailors 
New Jersey's Finest Dress Suit Rental Dept. 
SPECIAL RATES TO N.C.E. 
J. F. Mahoney, Mgr. 
53 Academy Street 	 Newark, N. J. 
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FINE 
YEARBOOKS 
... A TRADITION . . . 
Webster says — "Tradition is the 
delivery of opinions, doctrines, prac-
tices and customs from ancestors to 
posterity . . ." 
The ability to produce outstanding 
Annuals has been a tradition in the 
"Progress Family" for the past thirty years. Our growth has 
not been a mushroom one, but a steady, conservative building 
process, designed to give you better and finer books. All of 
the Progress personnel are at your service, with layouts and 
designs, personal contacts, cover ideas, and helpful editing 
hints. 
May we suggest that when you think of a Class Book, 
think of . . . P ROGRESS PUBLISHING CO. 
PROGRESS SQUARE, CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY 
Caldwell 6-1009 
PRODUCERS OF OUTSTANDING ANNUALS SINCE 1911 
THE 
NUCLEUS 
is a Product of our 
Presses 	  
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